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The Epitaphios of Yannis Ritsos

Translator's Introduction

On May 10, 1936 Yannis Ritsos saw a newspaper photograph of a
woman mourning over the body of a dead youth in the street. The youth
was her son, a worker in a Salonica tobacco factory who had been killed
by police during a march by strikers. Inspired by this picture, the 27-year-
old poet composed a dirge which he imagined the mother singing. The
resulting poem, published in the Athenian newspaper Rizospactis on May
12, consisted of 44 verses arranged in three sections. Its title was "Mirolo?'
("Dirge"), and it was dedicated "To the heroic workers of Salonica."
Later that year Ritsos revised and expanded the poem, renaming it
"Epitaphios." It was composed of 224 verses in fourteen stanzas. Twenty
years later, in 1956, he returned to the poem and wrote an additional six
stanzas (numbers X-XV). The poem's final form—and the one printed
and translated here—consists of twenty stanzas of eight rhymed couplets
each (except for Stanzas XIX and XX, which contain nine couplets each). 1

In these 324 lines the poet transforms the original photograph into a
universal image of human grief, resilience and hope. As if he were heeding
Aristotle's distinction between poetry and history, Ritsos presents a "general
and philosophic" lament, the sort of dirge that any mother might sing
over the body of her son. 2 In thus universalizing the mother's plight, the
poet succeeds in speaking to the hearts of all people.

With the title "Epitaphios" the poet invites his audience to compare
this lament with the Epitaphios Thrinos, the dirge of the Virgin Mary
and the other mourning women at the tomb of the crucified Christ. This
traditional lament, dating to the fourteenth century, is sung throughout
Greece and all Greek Orthodox communities in the diaspora every spring
during the Good Friday evening service. Ritsos reaches the broadest audi-
ence possible for a poet writing in Greek, for the Epitaphios Thrinos is
known to all speakers of the language: men and women, young and old,
rich and poor, educated and uneducated, of all political persuasions.
Personal memories of the lament, furthermore, are inextricably intertwined
with its context, since it is sung as part of a beautiful and moving service
which re-enacts the funeral of Christ and his descent into Hades. Wor-
shipers hold red candles (symbolizing the shed blood of Christ) and

1 See Pandelis Prevelakis, '0 llooriic rteivv% PC.tooc. Zuvo?..txt esciwrial
"Epyou too (Kedros Press 1983) 70-71.

2For this distinction between history, which deals with particular facts and
events, and poetry, which aims for the universal and the philosophic, see Aristotle,
Poetics 1451a 36-1451b 32 ( = Chapter 9).
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follow the funeral bier (the epitaphios) in an outdoor procession around
the church.3 Upon re-entering the church the congregation passes under
the bier, which is held high on the shoulders of young pall-bearers. This
passage represents an initiation and spiritual rebirth: just as Christ passes
beneath the earth in order to be reborn in the Resurrection, so do the
faithful imitate this movement, symbolically undergoing a personal death
and resurrection. The worshiper experiences genuine compassion (in the
same sense of the word as that of its Greek equivalent, aullniOsLo) for
Christ. With the title "Epitaphios" Ritsos evokes the traditional lament
and recalls the emotional and spiritual intensity with which it is associated.

Ritsos does not rely solely on the title, however, in order to call the
Epitaphios Thrinos to the mind of his audience. The very meter of the
poem, fifteen-syllable lines arranged in couplets, follows the meter of the
traditional dirge. So too do many of the poem's details recall features of
the Orthodox lament. Each song, for example, dwells on the injustice of
the slaughter: Christ is crucified as a criminal among criminals (St. 1.8)
and is unjustly condemned (St. 1.56), just as the dead laborer is killed
by unjust men for demanding adequate wages for his work (XVI.1).; 4

with his physical beauty Christ beautifies the natural world (St. 1.9), just
as the mother's son is handsome (III.1-8) and thereby makes her more
acutely aware of the beauty of nature (VI.6, VII.1, X.1-4) ; at Christ's
death the sun shudders, draws in its light (St. 11.52), sets, blackens and
dives beneath the earth (St. 11.7,30), just as in the modern poem all of
nature sets and the sun becomes a black ball (XVII.1); like the Virgin
cursing Judas (St.. 1.57, 61-63; St. 11.51), the grieving mother curses the
wolves (XIX.8) who have crushed "the crystal of her sight" (XX.5)
and prays for revenge against those responsible for her anguish (XVI.7).

Besides echoing the ecclesiastical dirge, Ritsos employs themes and
images from secular dirges. In these folk laments it is common for the
dead to be likened to a horseman among those on foot, a flower or grain
of wheat withered before its time, a source of light which scatters the
shadows, a tree which provides protective shade, and a spring which offers
water to the thirsty.° Ritsos includes all these traditional motifs in abun-
dance.° But perhaps his most elaborate use of folk-based imagery is

sPrevelakis (above, note 1) is doubtless correct in his suggestion that Ritsos'
employment of the colors red and black in Stanzas XVI and XVII is inspired by
the poem's revolutionary and propagandistic message; but it must also be noted
that these colors are prominent in the Good Friday service.

4For the purposes of this introduction, the abbreviation "St." refers to the
Stasis and couplet number of the traditional Epitaphios Thrinos. The text of Ritsos'
poem is cited in Roman numerals (for the stanza number) followed by Arabic
numerals (for the couplet number) without any abbreviation of the title.

5For a survey of the analogies found in folk dirges, see Margaret Alexiou, The
Ritual Lament in Greek Tradition (Cambridge University Press 1974) 185-205.
Ritsos' use of rhymed couplets of fifteen-syllable lines is also based on the folk
tradition. For the reciprocal influence between folk dirges and the Epitaphios
Thrinos itself, see Alexiou, 62-69.

5The dead as a horseman: VIII.4, XX.2; as a flower or grain of wheat: I.1,
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inspired by the Greek expression "nouXE vou" ("my bird"), a term of
endearment with which mothers frequently address their male children.
The dead boy is a frail bird who has flown from the cage (VIII.1); his
hands are folded like the wings of a sick bird (XVI.5-6); his mother
wants to feed him life grain by grain, as if he were a sparrow (VI11.2-3);
he, in turn, had viewed life as a hungry dove which requires but seeds
to stay alive, but he had not even a crumb to feed it (IX.5). The murderers
are crows who swoop in a flock upon the boy, drink his blood, and close
his lips (XVI.4). The mother mourns with broken wing (XII.3), she
whose glance would perch on the arch of his eyebrow (III.2), she who
would gather her son's charms in the way a brooding hen collects her
chicks (XIV.6). She asks the eagles for claws with which she might shred
the hearts of her foes (VII.8), since all her joy has taken wing (XII.4)
and she is left in isolation. She finds herself "in the middle of the road,"
as Ritsos' brief introduction indicates, and she cannot bring herself to
leave the boy's side (XVII.3).

It is the physical and spiritual union of the mother with the son that
gives the poem its deepest pathos. For at the outset the mother stoops
over the corpse, unable to raise herself from the street. Like the Virgin
mourning Christ, she neither believes nor accepts that her darling has died.
"How is it that your eyes are closed and you do not see me cry?" (I.2).
"How have you left me to crawl and suffer alone?" (II.2). Such questions
are direct echoes of the Virgin's cry of disbelief, "How is it that you, o
Life, are dead and dwell in a tomb?" (St. I.2). So strongly does the mother
in Ritsos' poem identify with her child that she cannot imagine a situation
in which he has no voice with which to speak while she is left with "the
cheap chatter of sorrow" (XII.8). Refusing to allow death to sever her
from her beloved, she invokes death to take her as well: "My son . .
take me with you, my sweet companion" (II.7); "I . . . will be awaiting

.. for my darling, death, to bring me near you" (V.8). In the Epitaphios
Thrinos, however, the Virgin utters no such suicide wish, and it is in this
detail that Ritsos departs from his Orthodox paradigm.? For in the course
of the poem the mother who refuses to leave her son has one of two
choices: either she can die with him or she can lift herself from the
ground and resurrect him in the process. She opts for the latter, rising
from her prostrate position and carrying the bent corpse over her shoulder.
A reversal has taken place, for it was the son who would always walk erect
and proud (X.4, XX.2), but now it is the frail mother, "the old one in
the crowd" (XX.4), who finds the strength to carry the body. Unlike the
mourning Virgin, this mother does not wait for the resurrection. Instead,

11.2 -3, VII.1, X1.3, XIX.3; as a source of light: 11.2, IX.7-8, X1.3, 7; XV.2-3,
XVII.1, 5; as a tree: Ili, 111.8, VI11.3, Xi; as a source of water: 1.5, 11.2,
V11.4, VIII.1, XIX.1.

7Earlier versions of the Virgin's Lament, such as Symeon Metaphrastes' tenth-
century Planctus, indude expressions of a death wish. It is probable that the
Orthodox Church's stance against suicide discouraged such outbursts in the
Epitaphios Thrinos: d. Alexiou (above, note 5) 64-65.
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like the modern-day participant in the Good Friday service, she undergoes
her own personal resurrection. 8 In the end, she conquers death and frus-
trates its attempt to rend her from the "flesh of her flesh." It is no
accident that the striking, almost graphic, expression, anAixvo tou ("my
entrails") appears at the beginning and end of the poem. Her son emerged
from her womb, as the first stanza makes clear (I.1, 8), and he is still
within her. In fact, she is now closer to him than ever before (XVIII.8) :
his voice has entered her entrails (XVIII.6), and she marches, fist in the
air, to carry the weapon of his voice to his surviving comrades (XX.9).
She who used to misunderstand her son and resent him for his efforts to
abolish poverty and social injustice (VIII.6, XVIII.1) has now opened
her heart and is prepared to embrace the world, just as he did (XVIII.3-4).
By the end of the poem the mother's bitterness and desperate longing for
death are transformed into a bittersweet affirmation of life. "This is no
funeral here," she sings in Stanza XVIII. "It looks more like a wedding.
Tears and laughter, love, anger drip from every eye. . . . My bird, a
thousand and two lives bind me to you, and all who are loved never die,
even in death." 9 The wounded birds, mother and son, rise together in the
manner of the phoenix and announce their victory over the dark forces
which would silence them.

The mother thus expresses her grief, demonstrates her resilience, and
renews her hope that even in the face of violent and unjust death the
living take the memory and "voice" of the dead and thereby resurrect
them. This belief in the paradoxical vitality of the dead is found elsewhere
in Ritsos' poetry. In his Eighteen Short Songs of the Bitter Motherland,
for example, the Greek spirit of Romiosini, suppressed under a military
dictatorship, leaps up again and grows fierce and manly, harpooning the
beast of oppression with the lance of the sun. 19 But the theme of the
immortal voice of the dead is not unique to this poet; it is present in the
first formal expression of the Greek national spirit. In the Ode to Liberty,
another "revolutionary" poem, Dionysios Solomos personifies Liberty as a

81t is interesting in this context to note the expression of some Greeks as they
make their way to the Resurrection service: nettle vet. eiva:o-cirgotte :cdv XptoTO
("Let's go resurrect Christ"). The implication is that, through the act of wor-
shipping, the living resurrect Christ who, in turn, resurrects the dead.

9Contributing to the poem's poignancy are scattered allusions to the corpse as
a would-be bridegroom and to the funeral as a wedding: 111.6-7, X.1, XVIII.5.
The poet may intend allusions to the tradition of Christ as a bridegroom: cf. Matt.
ix.15, Mark ii.19, Luke v.34. There is an inherent similarity between weddings
and funerals, since both involve the departure of a loved one from the house. For
this reason some wedding songs are interchangeable as dirges: see Loring M. Dan-
forth, The Death Rituals of Rural Greece (Princeton University Press 1982) 74-90.
Through including the wedding theme in his lament Ritsos makes these implicit
similarities explicit and heightens the poem's effectiveness.

10For the Greek text and English translation of the Aexamcrth ALavotplyotax
ig limp% llomp(8ac, see Yannis Ritsos, Eighteen Short Songs of the Bitter

Motherland, Translated by Amy .Mims with Illustrations by the Poet (Nostos Books
1974).
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corpse lying in the graves of the ancient Greeks. Her "freedom-loving
voice" (c9LX6),Eas,p1 X2)“,a) has long been waiting for the signal to
return. Like the grieving mother in the Epitaphios, Solomos' Liberty is
initially bitter but ultimately returns with a fierce look in her eye and a
frightening sword in her hand." In thus echoing the Byzantine Epitaphios
Thrinos, secular funeral songs, and the message of the Greek National
Anthem, Ritsos not only touches the hearts of his readers but also rouses
their spirit. 12

It comes as no surprise, therefore, that a poem which strikes so many
chords in the Greek soul has met with a strong and even violent response.
The politically conservative have branded it as dangerous and blasphemous.
Shortly after its initial publication, for example, the dictatorship of John
Metaxas included the poem in a public book-burning ceremony at the
columns of the Temple of Olympian Zeus in Athens. Twenty-two years
later the poem rose from the flames, in a sense: in 1958, under a different
political sky, Mikis Theodorakis composed eight songs based on verses
from eleven of the twenty stanzas. 13 In employing the rebetic rhythms of
the hasapiko and zeimbekiko (dances of the urban working classes) and
in utilizing the bouzouki, then the instrument of taverns and hashish dens,
Theodorakis incurred the charge of "using beautiful poetry to cleanse a
low and degrading musical instrument." 14 Now Ritsos' poem was deemed
superior indeed, far above the low culture of the masses. Manos Hadzidakis
responded to his colleague's composition by arranging the same music for
recital-hall performance: the formally-trained Nana Mouschouri gave the
music and poetry a lyrical, almost classical, interpretation. Those who
insist on a strictly political reading of the poem have objected to Hadzidakis'

"Compare especially Solomos' description of Liberty as "embittered and shy"
(ntxpaplvl, avtponakil) with the "bitter words" of the mother in Ritsos' poem
(Tat not nultpec cotS X6 to, 1.2). Note also the similarity of the sword wielded by
Solomos' Liberty (Tip xócirri ton onczetoiS Tip wop.spii) and the transformation of
the unarmed son's voice into a rifle to be carried by his mother (oo0 noilpx
wmucpixt coo, XX.9).

12Ritsos also develops the paradox that the youth was killed in May, even as
spring was blossoming throughout creation. In similar fashion, some Greek
patriotic poems play on the irony of the springtime death and martyrdom of the
heroes of 1821. Compare especially Ritsos' Mipx Bray Loa ("A Day in May") of
Stanza VI with the verses attributed to Athanasios Diakos before his impalement
by Turks:

xaLpb nob 8c/XeEs b Xipe4 nap.q,
Twpce n' eoMouv 'tat xXcater. xat 67&C TES xoycipt.
("Behold the season that Death has chosen to take me,
now that the branches are blossoming and the earth's sprouting grass.")

13These songs were first recorded by Grigoris Bithikotsis, whose voice, accord-
ing to Theodorakis, had "the forceful, natural vibrancy . . . of a man who had
suffered, even as the mother in the poem had suffered." See George Giannaris,
Mikis Theodorakis: Music and Social Change (Praeger Publishers 1972) 131.

14See Giannaris (above, note 13) 133.
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apolitical rendition. But it is immaterial which interpretation is correct.
It is significant only that the poem, with its universal theme and message,
can and does allow such different readings. It became a slogan song of
the Greek Left when, in May 1963, students gathered with Ritsos and
Theodorakis outside a Salonica hospital to mourn the assassination of
parliamentary deputy Grigoris Lambrakis. 15 But in July 1984 Nana
Mouschouri sang 31I6pcc Mayto5 ( = Stanza VI) in a concert in the Herod
Attic-us theater in Athens; in the same recital she sang works of Hadzidakis,
Bellini, Verdi and Schubert. Though undeniably political in its inspiration
and orientation, Ritsos' poem has achieved the status of a true classic,
ultimately transcending the limitations of political affiliation For constant
throughout its checkered career is its dynamic and stirring affirmation of
the human spirit. The fifty-year old composition is as fresh, poignant, and
relevant today as when it was first written.

A word may be in order about the translation offered herein. Trans-
lators of literature, and especially of poetry, often find themselves apolo-
gizing for the inadequacy of translation in general. "It loses something,"
is the usual apology. This translator feels compelled to invoke the same
defense. Much of the poem's beauty is to be attributed not only to the
words and expressions, which are translatable, but also to the rhythms
and rhyming sounds of the Greek, which defy translation. In VIII.8, for
example, there is an immediacy and a poignancy in the rhyming of
xopaco)St and rtocpa6c: the mother mourns the loss of her son's charms
and plays with them as if they were beads on a chain. How is a translator
to convey the mother's frustration in her likening her ineffectual dirge to
the handling of a useless string of "worry beads" which Greek men carry
as passe-temps? There is also a degree of "culture shock" when a lengthy
dirge which belongs to an established genre of Greek poetry is rendered
into a language which has no truly parallel tradition: a protracted expres-
sion of grief, natural for a Greek in times of personal loss, may strike a
speaker of English as maudlin. Like the queen in Shakespeare's Hamlet
who listens to the threnody of Hecuba, the English-speaker may think
that the lady protests too much. For these reasons this translation adheres
as closely as possible to the text itself: in what is actually a prose transla-
tion which strives to retain the simplicity and lucidity of the original, a
line of English is offered for a line of Greek. The present tense is trans-
lated as the present tense, the imperfect as imperfect. Rather than provide
elaborate and "poetic" substitutes for the simple, this translation renders
IronAt ttou as "my bird," not as "my darling." So literal a translation may
at times strike the ear as strange, but it may also heighten the reader's
sensitivity to the poem's imagery and overall message. The Greek text

15See the introduction by Peter Bien in Nikos Stangos, translator, Yannis Ritsos:
Selected Poems (Efstathiadis Group, Athens 1983) 23-25.
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is printed side by side with the translation in hopes that those who read
Greek will examine the poem at doser range. The "Greekless" reader,
on the other hand, will at least have access to an important poem which
has never before been available in English.w

161 would like to express my thanks to Professor Sanford Marovitz of the
Department of English at Kent State University and his wife Eleonora for coming
to my rescue as I was wrestling with certain difficult words and passages.
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Epitaphios
by YANNIS RITSOS

(Salonica. May 1936. In the middle of the road a mother sings a dirge over her
slain son. Waves of demonstrators—the striking tobacco workers—roar and break
around her. She continues her lament):

I

My son, flesh of my flesh, dear heart of my heart,
little bird in the poor courtyard, blossom in my desert,

How is it that your eyes are closed and you do not see me cry,
and you do not stir or hear my bitter words?

You, my son, who would cure my every grievance
and guess every thought in my mind,

Now won't you console me and utter a sound,
and won't you imagine the wounds which consume my flesh?

You, my bird, who'd bring me water in the palm of your hand,
how is it that you do not see me beating my breast and trembling like a reed ?

Here in the middle of the street I let down my white hair
and cover the wilted lily of your form.

I kiss your frozen lip, and it is silent,
locked tight, as if it were angry with me.

You do not speak to me, and I, the wretch, open my bodice—look !—
and into the breasts which suckled you, my son, I plunge my nails.

13
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II

My crown, my pillar, joy of my old age,
sun in the depth of winter, my slender cypress,

How have you left me to crawl and suffer alone,
without a sip or drop of water, without light or a blossom or a grain of

wheat?

With your dear eyes I'd see life's every flower,
with your dear lips I'd sing morning's song.

With your two dear arms, which I caressed thousands of times,
I'd embrace all the earth, and everything was mine.

From your youth I was taking my youth, and I was still chuckling.
Old age did not frighten me. I was disregarding death.

And now what place will hold me, where will I stand, what place will
take me in ?

I have remained a withered tree in a snow-covered field.

My son, if you can't manage to come back dose to me,
take me with you, my sweet companion.

And although my legs are weak, I am able to walk,
and if you tire, I will hold you sweetly to my breast.
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Curly hair, through which I'd run my fingers
the nights you'd sleep and I'd stay awake by your side,

Eyebrow, smooth as braided silk and drawn with a fine pen,
an arch where my glance would perch and rest,

Bright eyes, which reflected the lengths
of the morning sky, and which I tried to keep a tear from dimming,

Sweet-smelling mouth, at whose speaking
Rocks and withered trees would blossom and nightingales would flutter,

Broad chest, like the spread wings of the turtle dove,
upon which my bitterness and struggle would abate,

Strong thighs, like partridges endosed in your pants,
which the girls would admire from the balconies at dusk,

And lest they cast the evil eye on such a man, my handsome lad,
I'd hang the charm on you with the blue bead,

My fragrant forest with a thousand roots and a thousand leaves,
how could luckless I believe I could lose you?
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My son, what Fate was decreeing for you, what Fate had decreed for me
to ignite such grief, such fire in my breast?

You awoke early in the morning and washed your body and your hair,
before the bell-ringer far away tolled the dawn.

You'd look from the window again and again to see if it had dawned,
and you were hurrying as if you were going to a festival.

You kept your eyes dark, your jaw tight,
and in your boldness you were sweet, both a bull and a nightingale.

And I, poor and neglectful, and I, crazy and mad,
was cooking your sage, and my pale glance would kiss

Your charms one by one, my dear, and your gleaming aspect,
and I'd revel and laugh like a tender girl.

Not even for a moment did I imagine the worst, nor did I run from behind
to put my chest in front to catch the bullets.

And I arrived late. Oh, that such an hour had never come!
Oh, it were better that the whole country collapse on my skull !
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V

Get up, my sweet. We're late. The sun is rising high. Come.
Your food, untouched, must have grown cold on the platter.

Your blue workshirt, hanging on the door,
will be awaiting your marble-sculpted flesh.

The cold water will be awaiting your cool mouth,
the white-washed house will be awaiting your breath.

And our cat will be awaiting to play at your feet,
and the sun idly awaiting to gleam in your eyes.

Our street will be awaiting the long strides of your gait,
and the half-opened window-slats your nightingale voice.

And your comrades, my dear, who'd come in the evenings
and talk and talk, and become inflamed by their own words,

And who let the light and all of creation into our house,
my boy, they will be awaiting you to do their night work.

And I, stooped, will be awaiting evening and noon
for my darling, death, to come and bring me near you.
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VI

A day in May you left me, a day in May I lose you,
springtime, son, when you loved to go up

To the terrace and look out, and with your eyes
you'd milk the light of the universe without ever getting your fill,

And with your pointed finger you'd show me one by one
all that was sweet, all that was good and pale and rosy,

And you'd show me the sea gleaming in the distance like oil,
and the trees and mountains in the azure veil,

And the poor small things—birds, ants, shrubs,
and these diamond stones which the water jug nearby would sweat.

And yet, my son, although you'd show me the stars and the vastness,
I'd see them more clearly in your sea-blue eyes.

And with a voice that was sweet and warm and manly
you'd tell me of more things than the grains of sand on the shore,

And you'd tell me, my son, that all this beauty would be ours,
and now you are dead, and dead are our glow and our flame.
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You were good and sweet. You had all the charms,
all the caresses of the breeze, all the violets of the garden.

Your light-stepping foot, like a tender deer,
would step on our threshold and glitter like gold.

How am I to go back alone to the abandoned hut?
Night has fallen on the dawn and hides the street from me.

Oh, an unheard of thing! It's impossible
for my lips to be burning while I'm in front of the spring,

For me to be near you, my boy, and calling you—alas !-
while you don't even concern yourself about poor me.

No one is to lay a hand on him. He's my child.
Silence, silence! My baby is tired. He's asleep.

Who took him from me? Who can take him from me?
His little lips have grown white, his eyes are closed.

Eagles, give me claws and wings to hunt them down,
so that I can shred their heart like an almond.
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VIII

Where has my boy flown? Where did he go? Where is he leaving me?
The cage is without a bird, the spring without water.

My heart, you did not stay in our little white house
for me to have you as my lord, to keep you like a sparrow

To feed you my life, seed by seed, from my hand,
and to live in your shadow, my proud tree.

You did not stop to take the treasure of any girl.
A shining knight, you were always the first to leave.

And it was your joy to give generously, your glory for others to receive,
and to lift from the earth all that are stooped and moan.

My sweet, you were giving all your riches away to the world,
and you gave them away, and you Left me out in the cold.

My son, I don't know if I should be bending over you and mourning
or if I should stand up straight and sing your glories a thousandfold.

At times I play with your charms one by one, as if they were beads,
at others again, sob by sob, I string them into a dirge.
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IX

Oh, Virgin Mary, if you were a mother like me,
you would have sent your Angel from beyond to help my son.

And, ah, my God, my God, if you were a God and we your children,
you would feel for your wretched creatures, as I do.

And if you were just, justly you would have distributed creation,
for every bird, every child to eat his fill.

My son, you were right when you'd say in your sensible words,
every time you would speak and expound:

"It's we who feed the dove of life in our hand,
and in our hand we don't have even a crumb.

"It's we who hold all the earth in our toughened arms,
and the Gods stand like scarecrows with their lordly faces."

Ah, my son, there is no joy or faith left in me,
and the last dim light of our votive candle has died.

And now what fire will I have to open my hands over,
to warm my frozen hands a bit?
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My child and my lord, you'd show me everything,
and the way you saw them, everything glowed as at the hour of a wedding.

And you'd bring everything near me: clouds, birds, and stars,
and I imagined that I could catch them in my hands, just like that.

Look here! A little spring cloud would draw near
to rub against your knees, like a little white lamb.

And so, as you stood straight you looked to me like the father of all the
world,

and then again as ethereal as light and air.

And as I would admire you, my plane tree, my lad,
I'd tremble lest a breath of air steal you away to heaven,

Above the rooftops, above groves of trees
—a heartbeat at the first palpitations of the stars—

Up there where the roses of dusk would fade in the mist,
and where the golden wheel of the sun would sink among them.

And so, as the sight of you would come and go, now light, now shade, my
darling,

it gave me shade and gave me light, like the passing of the wind.
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I had no charms and you'd give me beauty. I had no learning—look!-
and I'd read the alphabet of life in your eyes.

And I was learning my lessons better, from the beginning,
and I'd count on my fingers and find everything one.

One was the earth and the sky, the light, color, the violet,
and this one was you, and you again were everything.

And I was searching for where I knew all this, where I saw it, where
and when,

and I was stooped over like this, one twilight while feeding the chickens.

I could feel the deep vault breathing above me
and the stars, as if they were combing my hair with a golden comb,

And suddenly I understood what the exultation was
which was taking me and bringing me ever so gradually to the heavenly

heights.

And I saw the when and the where, the light and shadows of the forest:
and you were standing at the door looking at me.

Now your eyes have shut, and I am shut outside,
and I don't have even a rock to stand on or a road to travel any longer.
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My son, if you feel for the bereaved mother standing outside your door,
open your dear eyes and look for just a moment

At this luckless old woman, this old beggar
to whom neither man nor God tosses a dime,

Who sits and mourns on the blood-stained street
with her heart flayed, her wing broken.

My son, everything has taken wing and left me behind.
I have no eye with which to see, no mouth with which to speak.

Only something like a cry passes deep in the distance
and I hear my own voice, and it sounds like a stranger's.

A stranger's voice, a bitter voice—what does it say and keep saying?—
and I cry for you and I cry for her whom I hear crying.

And I am happy to hear it, for a spring to well up with more force
from the root of my being, to make my crying more shrill.

And again, my son, it shames me in my loneliness that you are gone
and that I still have a voice—the cheap chatter of sorrow.
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My son, your mouth is heart-shaped, your eyebrow a swallow,
your eye dew and fire, your jaw pliers.

Strong as a lion and peaceful as a young dove,
and your breathing like the bell of the flock at dusk.

But, as if something were calling you in the golden evening,
you'd always look out high into the distance,

As if some loyal friend were whistling to you, calling you
for a secret rendezous on a familiar shore.

And, left alone, I'd cock my ear to see and figure out
why they wanted you and what you wanted, to see which cape you were

heading for.

And with my eyes I'd search to see which way you were looking,
and as if you felt me silently crying to you, "Stop, my son,"

You'd turn around, chuckle at me and say, "Here I am, mother,"
while the church bell could be heard far away tolling vespers.

And in my mouth I'd drink a tasty draft of tender affection,
that you intuitively knew everything, and I nothing.
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Ah, my son, my son, I cannot go on by myself.
My teeth are chattering, chattering, as if a fever were coming over me.

And I want to bury my head under the covers
and never see the sun again, and look, I'm jumping up again

To sing and sing your charms, to resurrect them once again,
as if it were possible to bring you back, my son.

Because while you were here, my son, I was held by a profound awe,
locked by silence in a magic palace.

And only my two eyes would follow you closely from behind,
like two trusty, bitter dogs frightened of people.

And mutely I collected everything about you, as a brooding hen her chicks,
and now that you have left me my tongue is freed

And I go on and on talking, my boy, without stopping,
as if I were clutching a treasure and trembling lest I lose it,

And I want to deposit it on the knees of creation,
to enrich my life and keep you from passing.
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You'd stand at the window, and your strong shoulders
would completely cover the opening, the sea, the fishing boats.

And your shadow, like an archangel, would flood the house,
and there in your ear would sparkle the acacia of the evening star.

And our window was a door on the whole world,
looking out on paradise, where the stars would bloom, my light.

And as you'd stand watching the sunset light up,
you'd look like a helmsman, and the room a ship.

And in the tepid and azure evening—ahoy !—
you'd take me aboard on a trip inside the silence of the galaxy.

And the ship sank and the rudder broke,
and now I wander alone at the bottom of the sea.

Neither have I yet drowned, nor have I ascended to the surface:
I'm groping for anything to hold on to, and I catch only seaweed.

The seaweed breaks and the ocean drags me to its waters,
and I can no longer tell which way is up, which down.
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My son, what wrong did you commit? From unjust men
you sought payment for your own labors.

You asked for a bit of bread and they gave you a knife.
You asked for your sweat and they cut off your hand.

You were no beggar to go with your hand outstretched.
With your strong heart you went walking erect.

And the flock of crows swooped donw on you
and drank your blood, my son, and closed your lips.

Now, my one and only lily, your pale palms
are like two sick, mournful birds

Whose wings are folded and no longer flutter,
and I hold them in my hands and they do not chirp to me.

Oh, my son, may those who slaughtered you find
their children and parents slaughtered, and may they choke on the blood.

And in their blood let me dye my skirt red
and let me dance. Ah, my son, it is not fitting for me to cry for you.
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You have set, my star. All of creation has set,
and the sun, a pitch-black ball, has taken in its glow.

Crowds pass by and push me. The army also steps on me,
and my eye does not budge and does not leave you.

And look, they are picking me up. I see thousands of sons,
but I am unable to leave your side, my son.

They speak to me the way you used to, and they offer me consolation,
and they have your cap, they are wearing your clothes.

I feel the vapor of your breath on my cheek,
and, ah, a light, a great light sails at the far end of the street.

A bright palm wipes my eyes,
and, ah, your voice, my son, has rushed to my entrails.

And look, I have picked myself up. My foot still supports me.
A serene light, my lad, has raised me from the ground.

Now you are dressed in flags. You, go to sleep, my boy,
and I am going on to your brothers and sisters and taking them your voice.
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I didn't even want to believe and listen to all you'd say,
and I'd chide you, my darling, without understanding you.

What the times and tongues of all the world never told me
I was told by a single moment, standing out among so many.

Where are you, my darling, to rejoice and stand near me?
Listen, I am speaking your words, and my heart has opened

And is able to embrace all the world, the way you did.
It has grown strong and is able to create, to destroy.

This is no funeral here. It looks more like a wedding.
Tears and laughter, love, anger drip from every eye.

My son, tell me, why is your brow wrinkled?
Are you upset, perhaps, that I'm leaving you, my darling?

My bird, a thousand and two lives bind me to you,
and all who are loved never die, even in death.

And even if I am not bowing and folding my hands in prayer,
you know, my son, that I am standing closer to you now than before.
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If only I had the immortal water, if only I had a new soul
to give you, so that you could awaken for just one moment,

To see and tell and rejoice that your dream in all its fulfillment
is standing full of life next to you by your side.

The streets and marketplaces are thundering, balconies and side-streets,
and the girls are plucking flowers for your hair.

The masses have grown courageous over the blood that has stained the earth:
forests of fists, seas of shouts, mountains of hearts and chests.

The workshirt has joined the khaki, the soldier the laborer,
and everyone flashes a single heart—one will, one pulse, one eye.

Oh, how beautiful it is when people join one another in love.
The heavens are radiant, the lands fragrant.

And as the brave youths pass by, strong in brotherhood,
they look to me as if they will conquer the world, the universe.

And the wolves have retreated and hidden in their hole,
vermin swept clean away by the laborer's broom.

Oh, my son, my bird, where are you to exult
and embrace the world before you set out alone?
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You have not vanished, my sweet. You are in my veins.
Enter deep into everyone's veins, my son, and live.

Look ! Crowds are passing us by, men on horseback,
all erect and strong and handsome, like you.

Among them, my son, I see you resurrected,
your aspect painted countless times upon theirs.

And poor I, weak I, the old one in the crowd,
take my long nails and cut the earth into clods

And hurl them into the faces of the wolves and the beasts
who shattered the crystal of my sight.

And you, a corpse, follow along too, and the lump in our throat as we sob
ties itself into a knot in the rope for our enemy's neck.

And as you wished (as you'd tell me in the evenings by the lamp)
I am lifting your bent body and raising my fist.

And instead of rending my innocent breasts, look, I am marching
and behind my tears I behold the sun.

My son, I'm going to your brothers and sisters and adding my rage.
I've taken your rifle. You, go to sleep, my bird.

—translated by
Rick M. Newton
Kent State University
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Greece and the Balkan Policy of
Fascist Italy, 1936-1940

by JERZY W. BOREJSZA

Emanuele Grazzi, the last prewar Italian envoy to Athens,
wrote in his memoirs, "If in all of Greece there was one person
who entertained real feelings of sympathy for Italy, that person
was Ioannis Metaxas." 1 Grazzi's own reports of 1939 and 1940
from Athens sustain his later reflections. Metaxas's wish for a
genuine understanding with Italy emerges clearly in these re-
ports. It is due primarily to Metaxas's initiative that the halo-
Greek Friendship Treaty of 1928 was extended in October 1938
in the form of bilateral notes between Athens and Rome.'

As a political émigré in Italy in the early 1920's, Metaxas
observed at close hand Mussolini's rise to power and long con-
tinued to admire it duce. Later, as dictator of Greece, Metaxas
consciously sought to emulate certain features of Italian fascism:
notably, its corporatism, its youth organizations, and the fascist
educational system .3

lEmanuele Grazzi, Il principio della fine (Rome, 1945), 27. Compare
Grazzi's straightforward memoirs with those of his military attache Luigi Mondini,
Prologo del conflitto italo-greco (Rome, 1945). See also General Sebastiano Visconti
Prasca, lo ho aggredito la Grecia (Milan, 1946). Cf. the recent military history
of the war, Mario Montanari, La campagna di Grecia (Rome: Stato Maggiore
dell' Esercito, Ufficio Storico, 1980), vols. 1-3. This study reiterates the view
that the Italians entered the war with Greece with no firm notion of how it
would be conducted. Montanan contends that it was a political decision by
Mussolini and Ciano.

2Documenti Diplomatici Italiani, Ninth series, vol. 1 (Rome, 1954), 35, 326;
and vol. 2 (Rome, 1957), 32-34. (Hereafter cited as DM)

3Unfortunately, Jon V. Kofas, Authoritarianism in Greece: The Metaxas
Regime (New York, 1983), does not thoroughly analyze the influences of
Italian fascism and German National Socialism on the Greek political system
between 1936 and 1941. Greek authoritarianism, which Kofas properly charac-
terizes as para-fascist, is depicted as excessively static, and the author takes
insufficient account of the changes in governmental policy and attitudes in society
during this period. Metaxas created the EON, a youth organization of almost
one million In summer 1940, furthermore, his decision to resist fascist Italy
gained mass support and mobilized public opinion for his policies.
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Giuseppe Bottai, Italy's Minister of Education and a key
figure in the fascist hierarchy, visited Athens in December 1938
and left this illuminating portrait of the Greek dictator:

Metaxas's office: the general in proper bourgeois attire.
The look in his dark eyes, seen through his glasses, betrayed
nothing of a soldier, nothing of a dictator. Rather, his
demeanor was that of a school teacher, lecturing to a
large class—the whole of Greece—which he must oversee
and educate. Undeniably, he does this well, with tact and
sensitivity. Before a large audience he seems almost to
humble himself, to withdraw into the background. Never-
theless, it is said that his fat hands become weighty when
there is need to strike. He talks, in hesitant though
correct Italian, of his years as an emigre in Sardinia and
Siena with that vague nostalgia that those who are
driven from their homeland carry within themselves;
upon returning home they become in effect exiles in
their own land and remain sorrowfully alone. 4

Bottai's picture of Metaxas is probably embellished, but we
can easily discern the Italian minister's main impressions: he
approves of Metaxas's dictatorial ways and emphasizes Metaxas's
affinities for fascist Italy.

Metaxas's coup d'etat of 4 August 1936 made no immediate
impression in Rome. 5 The diplomats of the Palazzo Chigi, seat
of the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, attached little im-
portance to his ideas and organizational endeavors. Only when
they realized that Metaxas's domestic policies, modeled as they

4Giuseppe Bottai, Mario 1935-1944 (Milan, 1983), 171. A contrasting
portrait of Metaxas was given by the Polish ambassador in Ankara, who emphasized
the Greek dictator's sympathy for Germany and his distrust of Italy. In speaking
with the Pole, Metaxas emphasized that Bolshevism was the gravest threat to
the world. Michal Sokolnicki, Dziennik ankarshi 1939-1943 (London, 1965),
149, 165.

5Cf. the contribution of Romain H. Rainero, "Le coup d'etat de Metaxas et
res echos dans l'Italie," to this volume.
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were on Mussolini's Italy and Hitler's Germany, could lead to a
severing of Greece's ties with Great Britain and France and
realign Greece with the fascist powers—with Italy at the helm—
did the diplomats begin taking notice. But when they were con-
vinced that the domestic program of Greece's new dictator was
not effecting changes in its foreign policy, they practically ceased
paying attention to what transpired inside Greece. Attempts by
the Italian charge d' affaires , Raffaele Boscarelli, to interest
the Palazzo Chigi in the Greek regime were in vain. Boscarelli
operated in a twofold manner. On the one hand, he apprised
Rome of Athens' ideological leanings; on the other, he let
Metaxas know in no uncertain terms that this ideological affinity
demanded that the new dictator distance himself from Greece's
traditional orientation toward Great Britain and France. All too
readily, the Italians overlooked Greece's far-reaching economic
and military dependence on Great Britain. The French, for
their part, quickly grasped the realities of the situation and,
for all the similarities between the Italian and Greek govern-
ing structures, deemed conditions unlikely to beget a radical
re-orientation in Greek foreign policy. 6 It is remarkable how
little attention the Italian press and Mussolini himself paid to
Metaxas's kindred regime.'

During the critical years 1939-1940 Metaxas did everything
in his power to improve relations with fascist Italy. On 6 Sep-
tember 1939, shortly after the outbreak of war, he met with the
Italian envoy in Athens, Emanuele Grazzi, and expressed his
admiration of Mussolini's efforts to preserve peace in Europe.
He interpreted the Italian efforts also as an expression of
Italy's wish to improve relations with Greece. Metaxas proposed
that both countries immediately demobilize their troops which
were stationed on both sides of the Albanian border. Grazzi per-
sonally conveyed Metaxas's proposal to Mussolini on 11 Sep-
tember and returned to Athens three days later. The Italian
response to the proposal was typical of a pretentious great power:
the Greeks were to plead for conciliation and then await the
"magnanimous" judgment of Rome. The 1928 pact was extended,
albeit sui generis, almost solely through the efforts of the
Greek dictator and Grazzi. In the face of Metaxas's entreaties

4bid.
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for cooperation, the Italians agreed only to renew the pact by
exchanging notes dated before 30 September 1939. Italy's un-
favorable attitude was evident even then, and 'Grazzi's attempts
to improve relations with Greece were expressly reined in by
Rome. Rome clearly did not share his enthusiasm that "closer
Italy-Greek ties would significantly enhance and solidify the
popularity of Metaxas's rule. The people would consider it a
great personal success of the premier; they know that there would
be immediate direct benefits from demobilization. 9

Suitably admonished, Grazzi adapted to the circumstances,
and his subsequent dispatches to Rome reflect the tone that was
expected there, rather than the realities of the Greek situation.
Still, as we shall see, Grazzi could not deny himself certain
prerogatives. The case of Grazzi—and of dozens like him—
illustrates how little room to maneuver the diplomats of the
fascist systems had.

Nevertheless, the Greeks grasped at all Chances to ease ten-
sions with Italy: they supported the idea of establishing a bloc
of neutral nations9 and even tried to persuade Ankara to co-
operate with Rome." Metaxa 's faced a difficult diplomatic game
in striving to maintain proper relations with the Axis powers
as well as with Great Britain. After 3 September, Great Britain
began to interdict Greek trade with the Third Reich and, as is
known, Italian Foreign Minister Galeazzo Ciano protested this
British action.1'

To judge by Grazzi's correspondence with Rome, by spring
1940 the Greeks were already anticipating an armed strike not
only by Italy in the Balkans but also by Germany and the Soviet
Union. Grazzi's cable of 31 May 1940 to Ciano reflects the
Greeks' concern:

"What would be the fate of Greece if the conflict
spread to Mediterranean ? One thing is sure, in contrast
to what occurred in 1916, there is no faction in Greece
that would urge armed action at the side of the French

8Telegram of 22 Dec. 1939, DDI, Ninth series, 2, 534.
9Grazzi's report to Ciano, 7 Nov. 1939, %ibid., 92.
'°Report of 27 Nov. 1939, ibid., 287.
11Ciano to Grazzi, 29 Nov. 1939, ibid., 307.
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and the English. There isn't a single Greek, even among
the most fanatic Venizelosites, who wouldn't do his ut-
most to support absolute neutrality.' P12

Trying to make the best of a difficult situation, the Greeks
pretended that a community of fascist-like states would seemingly
guarantee peaceful cooperation with Italy and Germany.
Mavroudis, Greek Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, main-
tained, "Except for the danger of Russia, I see no motive that
might cause Greece to be dragged into the war."" After the fall
of France the Greeks became even more submissive to Italian
wishes." Nevertheless, as a consequence of Italian excesses, the
Greeks expressly informed Grazzi on 4 July 1940, "The only
violation to date of [Greece's] neutrality is attributable to the
Italians, not to the English."" Although Grazzi discerned senti-
ment in Greece for even closer ties with the Axis, he foresaw
no likelihood of Greece's renouncing the English guarantee. In
August 1940 Metaxas, convinced of how great the threat to
Greece was, confided to the German envoy Wiktor Erbach that
he acknowledged the "failure of his own policy" which aimed
at reaching an understanding with Italy." For their part, how-
ever, the Germans reiterated to both the Italians and the Greeks
that they were loyal partners of Rome and would allow that
city to make decisions regarding the Mediterranean basin."

The Greeks had time to prepare for an Italian invasion. In
summer 1940 Rome's aims were already clear. On 17 August,
for example, General Jacomoni informed Ciano, "In line with
Your Excellency's instructions, I have commenced preparations

12Drn, Ninth series, vol. 4 (Rome, 1964), 515.
13Report of 6 June 1940, ibid., 585.
14Grazzi to Ciano, 11 June 1940, DDI, Ninth series, vol. 5 (Rome, 1967), 1.
15Grazzi to Ciano, ibid., 168.
laGrazzi to Ciano, 13 August 1940, ibid., p. 394.
17/bid., 421. The question of dividing spheres of influence between Germany

and Italy and of establishing formal Italian primacy in the Mediterranean
basin permeates Italian and German diplomatic and military correspondence
between 1939 and 1943. During the war Hitler and Ribbentrop officially
enunciated that this was primarily Italy's sphere, although German officials
in Yugoslavia and Greece did not take the idea seriously. Both sides earned
Greek hostility toward them as occupying powers. The Germans told the
Greeks of their scorn for the Italians, and the Italians spoke of German exploita-
tion in Greece. Each side hurled accusations of atrocities at the other. But this
chapter in Italo-Greek relations exceeds the limits of this article.
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in Albania for the new incident."" On 22 August, Grazzi wrote
to Ciano, "I have learned from an absolutely reliable source that
the English minister here saw Metaxas early today to warn him
that an armed attack by Italy is imminent and to advise him of
precautionary measures. Metaxas replied that he absolutely did
not believe in such a danger and had no intention of undertak-
ing military steps of any kind.""

In September Grazzi formally protested to the Greek foreign
ministry about the hostile stance of the Athens press and re-
ported to Rome his amazement at the apparent failure of the
censorship to silence the hostility. The Italian envoy added,
"There are even segments of the populace which are firmly con-
vinced that a few military measures by Greece would suffice to
deter the Italian chimera.""

In mid-September Mussolini met with the German Foreign
Minister Joachim von Ribbentrop in Rome. The Italians con-
tended, "Greece represents for Italy what Norway was for
Germany before the action in April. We need to wipe out Greece
all the more, because, when our land forces advance into Egypt,
the English fleet will not be able to remain in Alexandria and
will seek shelter in Greek ports. Nevertheless, it duce con-
curred with Ribbentrop that the main aim was to defeat England."'

On 3 October 1940 Grazzi reported that Greece maintained
approximately a quarter-million men under arms. He cautioned,
"On the basis of this concentration of armed forces—which for
Greece, one must acknowledge, is very sizeable—and because of
demonstrations of public opinion, one must conclude that the
Metaxas government will seek to repulse any attempted invasion.
[Furthermore,} there is no likelihood of gaining territorial
concessions, no agreement for allowing any regions or strategic
positions to be occupied, nor even a possibility of a concrete act
by Greece of joining the Axis without recourse to force."'
Grazzi especially emphasized that, from the time Metaxas decided
to "defend to the last Greece's territorial integrity and neutrality,"
he had the "almost entirely unanimous" support of his nation
behind him.

424.
19/bid., 448.
"Reports of 18 and 23 Sept. 1940, ibid., 591, 613.
21Record of 19 Sept. 1940, ibid., 600.
22Grazzi to Ciano, 3 Oct. 1940, ibid., 644.
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Even at the last minute the Greeks tried to avert the Italian
invasion. They let it be known, especially to the Germans, that
they would consider joining a coalition with the British if the
Italian pressure continued.' This declaration was in vain. Ciano,
principal organizer of the attack on Greece, was deaf and blind
to all intimations.

After Italy's invasion ended in fiasco, several Italian generals
expressed the suspicion that the civilian authorities, namely Ciano,
were actually preparing a political diversion within Greece: was
Ciano only bluffing, having convinced himself that a group of
Greek politicians would respond to an Italian incursion by an-
nouncing their backing of Italy? The recently opened Greek
archives provide an exhaustive answer to this question. A his-
torian has recently maintained, on the basis of British files, that
the chief of staff of the Greek army, Alexandros Papagos, was
ready to yield Epirus to the Italians before October 1940. This
defeatest attitude apparently persisted throughout the early
Italian attacks since, according to British records, Deputy Foreign
Minister Mavroudis and Finance Minister Apostolidis exhibited
a similar attitude at the beginning of the war."

II

Rome's policy toward Greece was not to be determined, of
course, by ideological affinities or similar styles of ruling. But
Greece's dictator had persisted in believing otherwise. Later,
when confronted with Italy's aggression, Metaxas attempted to
reconcile this hostility with his earlier para-fascist notions. He
wrote in his diary that Hitler and Mussolini had espoused a
valid ideology. And, had they been true to it, they would surely
have sustained the Greek state. That they did not, Metaxas

23Grazzi to Ciano, 25 Oct. 1940, ibid., 751.
24See the article by Yannis Andricopoulos, "The Policy of Capitulations that

Led to the Collapse of the Military Front in April 1941," in this volume. See
also Gianluca Andre, "La politica estera fascista durante la seconda guerra
mondiale," in L'Italia fra tedescbi e alleati, ed. Renzo de Felice (Bologna, 1973),
122-123. Andre agrees with those historians who emphasize that Rome counted
on a vague sort of political diversion in Greece, on which millions were pur-
portedly expended. Mussolini and Ciano left the impression that in this way the
leading Greek politicians could be bought off. The issue is discussed in
Badoglio's and Roatta's memoirs. See ibid., 124-25.
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reasoned, meant that they had subverted their fascist principles
for "ordinary imperialism." The Greek dictator dreamed at times
of a community of fascist states—of rightest authoritarian move-
ments—but not of dictated arrangements, hegemony, and su-
premacy. A community of fascist states was contrary, of course,
to the very essence of Italian fascism and German national
socialism. The parallel emergence of rightest dictatorships and
fascist and Para-fascist systems in no way meant that coopera-
tion and a community of interests would ultimately be possible.
Surely it is no accident that a "fascist international" was never
created, although the Italians themselves made several attempts
in that direction.

The relationship of Mussolini's Italy to Metaxas's Greece
demonstrates, in a most glaring way, the laws that govern the
fascist powers. In this regard a lengthy series of questions arises
which historians have yet to answer fully. Why, for instance,
did a genuine partnership between the fascist powers and the
rightest dictatorships in the Balkans never materialize? How was
the "peaceful exporting" of Italian fascism to coexist with
Rome's foreign policy? Was there a link between fascist Italy's
policies and the Balkans? Were there any constant presupposi-
tions in Italy's plans for the individual Balkan states—
namely, Greece?

After the collapse of Austria-Hungary, in 1919, it was
Italy—a late arrival among the imperialist powers—that attempted
to take the place of the former dual monarchy in the Balkans.
The Italians also aspired to displace French influence in this
region. Such aims were part of the established Italian policy
even before Mussolini seized power. Italy's economic and
military potential, however, was insufficient to achieve this
goal. The preponderance of German, British, and French
economic influence in the Balkans was overwhelming, and
fascist Italy was unable to alter the existing pattern of
strengths. A single example illustrates this conclusion: data
provided by the German diplomat Ulrich von Hassell re-
veal that in 1939 Germany provided 42.7 percent of Greece's
imports while Italy only 10.9 percent. 25 Germany's exports to
Greece were four times those of Italy.

25Enzo Collotti and Teodoro Sala, La potenze dell'Asse e la Jugoslavia: Saggi
e documenti 1941-1943 (Milan, 1974), 122.
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Mussolini's attempt to seize Corfu in 1923 revealed, on the
one hand, Italy's military weakness when it was forced to
withdraw at the behest of the League of Nations. On the other
hand, this act of aggression left permanent and profound anti-
Italian sentiments in Greek society. The occupation of the
Dodecanese Islands only compounded this animosity.

During the interwar period there were certain constant strains
in Italy's Balkan policy, to be sure. These included an alliance
with Hungary and plans for the complete subjugation and
eventual annexation of Albania. 26 In these instances, at least,
Italian policy was consistent from 1920 to the outbreak of World
War II. When the Minister of Popular Culture, Dino Alfieri,
in secret instructions to Italian journalists, remarked on 7 April
1939, "We aspire to the Roman Empire, and Albania constitutes
a bridgehead from which, be it clear, all subsequent actions will
flow," he was merely repeating notions which Mussolini had
always held dear. 27

In the Palazzo Chigi there was vacillation only over whether
to leave Albania some autonomy or to incorporate it directly.
With the passage of time the view prevailed that Albania should
be seized in its entirety since the land would be used as a base
for further aggression against Yugoslavia and Greece. Rome
viewed friendship with Athens, in turn, as useful to its im-
mediate plans to dominate Albania and the Adriatic coast. For
years Mussolini and the Palazzo Chigi concerned themselves
mainly with plans to partition Yugoslavia: they had set their
design for Greece aside for a later date. Thus, despite the Corfu
fiasco and Greece's commitment to oppose revisions of the post-
war treaties, and in spite of Greece's favorable stance toward
the League of Nations and its declared Francophile and Anglo-
phile traditions, Italy concluded a treaty of friendship with
Greece on 23 September 1928. 28 Eleftherios Venizelos doubt-
less deserves much of the credit: he enjoyed considerable support

26See Jerzy W. Borejsza, Il fascismo italiano e l'Europa centro-orientale:
dalla propaganda alPaggresnione (Rome and Bari, 1981), passim.

27Archivio Centrale dello Stato (Rome), Agenzia Stefani, fasc. 12.
28See Giampiero Carocci, La politica estera dellltalia fascista, 1925-1928

(Bari, 1969), 136. Main Cassels has written: "The Italo-Greek reconciliation
after Corfu was the more unexpected. It was not based on public sentiment.
Although press diatribes across the Adriatic came to be muted under official
pressure, popular animosity was never far below the surface. It was governmental
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and good will in Rome, and the Italians favorably viewed his
rebellion in March 1935 as an opportunity to expand their own
influence. The rebellion's failure and the flight of Venizelos's
followers to the Dodecanese Islands caused, we know, con-
siderable tension in Italo-Greek relations, leading to the recall
of the Italian envoy and a change of diplomatic personnel
in Athens.

Fascist Italy's drive for hegemony in southeastern Europe
tended to undercut the potential for growth among the few
Greek fascist organizations which were leaning toward Rome.
The Greek National-Social Party of G. Mercouris with his paper
Ethniki Simaia was, as best as I can establish, primarily created
and funded by the Italians. Colonel Ceresone, the secretary of
the Athens fascio, was among those in contact with Mercouris.
Nor was it a secret to the Germans that Galeazzo Ciano,
Mussolini's press chief, personally dispersed funds to aid sundry
diversions in Greece.29

Mercouris was received by Mussolini on 7 June 1934. That
December, the Greek fascist participated in the congress of the
Comitati d'Azione per l'Universalita di Roma (CAUR) in
Montreux. Mussolini believed that his endorsement of the or-
ganization would accentuate the primacy of his state as the
fatherland of fascism in the eyes of kindred European regimes
and movements. He also hoped that his own prominence would
offset the growing aspirations of Hitler and the NSDAP. Ul-
timately, by aligning public opinion on the side of Italy, he
escalated his plans to conquer Ethiopia. This last factor, im-
mensely important from the Italians' vantage point, has not
always been appreciated by foreign scholars of fascism.

In a report from October 1934, an emissary of CAUR ex-
pressed serious doubt that Mercouris was fulfilling the expecta-
tions of his Italian patrons: "Mercouris's party lacks the most
basic condition for success: the Greek populace is not desirous
of overthrowing the present political system and of bringing to
an end the political controversies that are an integral part of

calculation in Rome and Athens that dictated a detente." Mussolini's Early
Diplomacy (Princeton, 1970), 228. Cf. Giovanni Zamboni, Mussolinis Expan-
sionspolitik auf dem Balkan (Hamburg, 1970), 491.

29Politiscbes Archiv des Auswaertigen Antis, Pol, 3, Griechenland/Italien,
376/3. (Hereafter cited as AA, PA.)
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their lives in order to acquire the rigid ways of an honest
authoritarian government that is far removed from their tradi-
tions and Levantine customs?" 3D

Eugenio Coselschi, the head of CAUR and the general of
the fascist police, wrote that Mercouris, thanks to his personal
ties with General Kondylis, was providing intelligence to the
Italian mission in Athens regarding decisions made in Greece's
ruling circles.'

The issue of improving conditions for the Dodecanese Greeks
was discussed during General Kondylis's conversation with
Mussolini in July 1935. The occupation of the Dodecanese
weighed heavily on Italo-Greek relations throughout this period
and hampered opportunities for fascist propaganda. Admiral
Canaris, during his visit to Greece in September 1935, took a
personal interest in the question of the Dodecanese and Cyprus.

Representatives of the Dodecanese Greeks' Central Associa-
tion also agitated outside Greece against the Italian occupation.
Politicians from the Dodecanese and Cyprus sought contact with
the Germans. In a letter to Hitler in 1934, A. Canellopoulos,
chairman of the National Hellenic Student Union, reminded the
Fiihrer of their meeting eleven years earlier in Bavaria and
requested an audience 82 There were numerous other attempts to
secure German support for the plight of the Dodecanese Greeks.
As early as 1932, for example, the leader of the Greek National
Socialists, Alexander Yannetos, was in close contact with Karl
Kuhdorfer, the NSDAP representative in Athens.33

Radio broadcasts in Greek from Bari, by such organizations
as Roma-Athene, exerted little influence within Greece because
of the generally poor state of Italo-Greek relations. It is the
task of Greek historians, of course, to determine the actual
extent to which Italian fascist currents penetrated their country.
The Italian and German sources, however, leave the impression
that such influence was not major. Those brief moments when
Italian prestige did increase—after the Munich Conference of
1938 and the Italian declaration of non-belligerence in September

304rchivio Centrale dello Stato, Ministero della Culture Pop:dare, Grecia,
vol. 348.

31ibid.
32AA, PA, Abt. II, Pol. 29, Griechenland 1933-1936, Nationalismus, Faschisrnus

and aehnliche Bestrebungen.
33Ibid.
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1939—were not effectively exploited in Greece by the Italian
propagandists. Moreover, Musolini, as is well known, was more
eager to be known as an apostle of struggle, aggression, and
power than a prince of peace.

It is difficult to find any consistent presuppositions in either
the propaganda or foreign policy of Rome toward Greece during
the interwar period. After the unsuccessful invasion of Corfu
in 1923 and until 1939, fascist Italy was preoccupied with Albania
and Yugoslavia and thus avoided major tensions with Greece.
During this time there were no serious Italian plans for armed
action against Greece. Unlike Hitler, Mussolini did not come to
power with a clear program of conquest and aggression. Such
plans matured gradually in response to changing international
conditions. The major impetus in this regard was provided by
the deterioration of Italo-British relations and the later rivalry
between fascist Italy and Hitler's Germany. 84 Each of these factors
had a decisive influence on Italy's action against Greece in 1940.

But until that date, Italo-Greek relations—just as Italo-
Bulgarian and Italo-Romanian relations—offer an example of
Rome's failure to take advantage of opportunities to cooperate
with the rightist dictatorial regimes in eastern and southern
Europe. It should be emphasized that, even where the Italians
could rely on greater traditional good will than in Greece—in
Romania, for example—Mussolini's inconsistent policies of im-
provisation were the principal hurdles. But, is it appropriate in
this context to employ the phrase, "chances for cooperation
between Rome and the dictatorial regimes"? Was there any
place in the ideological panoply of fascist Italy for the idea of
"equitable cooperation" with smaller and weaker states of similar
political persuasion ?

III

Italo-Greek relations, in the context of the international
policy and the propaganda of fascist Italy in Greece, have not

340n Italy's relations with Great Britain, see Rosaria Quartararo, Roma tra
Londra e Berlina: La politica estera fascista dal 1930 al 1940 (Rome, 1980), 328,
451ff. See also Jerzy W. Borejsza, "Die Rivalitaet zwischen Faschismus and
Nationalsolzialismus in Ostmitteleuropa," Vierteljahresbefte fuer Zeitgeschichte,
no. 4 (1981), 579-614.
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been fully examined by scholars: no one has undertaken a
thorough comparison of the Italian and Greek sources, espe-
cially from the period 1929-1940. In textbooks and general
histories of fascism, the Italian policy toward Greece and the
1940-41 war receive only cursory treatment. The type of com-
parative study that Bulgarian historians have done on Italo-
Bulgarian relations—less significant as far as the history of fascist
Italy and its policies in the Balkans are concerned—is yet to be
done for Italo-Greek relations.' I suggest that this lack of
scholarly study is no accident. Italo-Greek relations were brought
to an abrupt halt by the ignominious war of 1940 and by the
actions of the Italian authorities in occupied Greece. To this
day, no scholarly studies of Italy's occupation policies in Greece
have been based on Italian sources. The Italian historians and
those who have left diaries and memoirs of the period call the
war against Greece "la guerra assurda." Italian historian Mario
Cervi has described it as "a military folly and a nefarious act."'
His journalistic account, written twenty years ago with no famili-
arity of numerous basic diplomatic and military sources, has
yet to be superseded. The judgments Cervi made and his moraliz-
ing adjectives, far from shedding light on the subject, often
obscure historical veracity.

An example of this tendency is found in the recently pub-
lished memoirs of the quadrumviro Cesare Maria de Vecchi,
governor of the Dodecanese Islands and commander of Italian
forces in the Aegean during the attack on Greece. De Vecchi
assigns responsibility for the aggression against Greece to
Marshal Pietro Badoglio." De Vecchi is rather silent on his
own role, of course. He absolves himself of responsibility by
citing, among other things, the order from Rome which led to
the sinking of the cruiser "Helli" and by selecting fragments
from his correspondence with Badoglio which discredit the
marshal. The governor of the Dodecanese Islands also repro..
duces excerpts from conversations he claims to have had with
Mussolini. We read, for example, that on 28 November 1940
it duce told de Vecchi, not without irony, "Today the war with

35In particular the writings of Ilcho Dimitrov on Italo-Bulgarian relations.
35Mario Cervi, Storia della guerra di Grecia (Milan, 1965), 13.
37Cesare Maria de Vecchi, Il Quadrumviro scomodo (Milan, 1983), 239-50.
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Greece has fallen exclusively on my shouders. . . . No one, from
Badoglio on down, will admit that he wanted this war." 38 This,
allegedly, is what Mussolini said to his old comrade in arms,
who resigned his position shortly after the outbreak of the
war. The mutual accusations confirm how deeply the entire
Italian fascist elite were involved in the war against Greece.
Ciano's diary of 15 November 1940 comments harshly on de
Vecchi's stance:

In this situation comrade de Vecchi has the effrontery to
resign as governor of the Aegean basin. And yet he was
one of the more active, if not the most active, of those
who incited Mussolini to wage war on Greece. Now,
when it seems to him that the rats are leaving the ship,
he wants to be one of the first to get off.'

Was de Vecchi or Ciano the most active instigator of the
attack on Greece? And how does Ciano look in the light of
his own diary? In the entry for 22 October 1940, we read: "I
am beginning to draft an ultimatum which Grazzi will deliver
to Metaxas at two o'clock on the morning of 28 October.
Of course, the document will leave him no way out; either they
agree to be occupied, or they will face attack." 4° Ciano's friend,
Bottai, wrote in his own diary on 25 May 1940 that the foreign
minister laid out his set of demands: "a proectorate over Croatia,
the seizure of Dalmatia, the expansion of the Kingdom of
Albania to its ethnic boundaries, a protectorate over Greece—in
short, the entire Eastern Adriatic. In the Southern Mediterranean,
Crete; in Northern Africa, protectorates over Egypt, Tunisia,
Algeria, Morocco; and finally, Corsica.""

After dinner on 12 October 1940 Bottai jotted down Ciano's
remarks: "We must compensate for the occupation of Romania
by striking at Greece. As you know, I have been saying this since
August. Greece could have been taken then in a few weeks.
Now, it will be more difficult. But we may be sure of success.

38Ibid., 255.
39Galeazzo Ciano, Diario 1937-1943, ed. Renzo De Felice (Milan, 1980), 479.
orbid., 472.
41Bottai, Diario 1935-1944, 191.
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If only Badoglio weren't vacillating; he stands in my way."'
In the light of existing documents there is no doubt that

Ciano played the key role in fomenting Italy's aggresSion against
Greece. This view is to be found even in the fascist hagiography.'
The actual decision to attack was made by Mussolini, to be
sure, who never overcame his desire for revenge against
the lesson he had received in Corfu. Still, his dominant motive
was a desire to match Hitler's actions and to retain the title
of "the first fascist." During a meeting of the Council of
Ministers on 19 October 1940, according to Bottai, Mussolini
spoke directly "of the need to bring under our control at least
fifty million new subjects to insure an equitable balance within
the Axis.""

The Germans had to dissuade Mussolini on at least two
occasions from moving precipitously in the Balkans. The Ger-
mans' concern was to maintain peace in this region, which
provided basic supplies for their war economy. Nor did they
want to give the Soviet Union an excuse to expand further to
the south. The annexation of Bessarabia and Hitler's subsequent
announcement that there would soon be a final reckoning with
Great Britain galvanized Mussolini into action.' The German
move into Romania was the immediate cause for his decision
to attack Greece. Despite all earlier agreements, Mussolini feared
that the Germans would bring all of the Balkans into their
domain after triumphing over Great Britain.

Hitler understood quite well the motives that had prompted
Mussolini to take this step. His adjutant, Major Gerhard Engel,
noted on 28 October 1940:

421bid., 227.
4SGiorgio Pini and Dulio Susmel, Mussolini (Firenze, 1973), 4: 121.
44Bottai, Diario 1935-1944, 227.
45See Erbach's letter from Athens, 13 August 1940: "Metaxas ausdrikke mir

gegenliber Besorgnis vor italienischer Intervention, die er als nape bevorstehend
aussieht. Wenn Italien mit leichtem Durchsetzen territoliarer Forderung gegen
Griechenland iihnlich wie im Palle Sowjetrussland bet bessarabischen Frage
rechnet, tauscht es rich gewaltig. Griechenland werde rich gegen jeden Angriff
zur lVehr setzen and keine Demiltigung von Italian hinnehmen, auch auf Gefahr
Untergang." AA, PA, Buenal des Staatsekretaer, Griechenland April 1939-Maerz
1941, p. 135. Erbach immediately informed Grazzi of this conversation. DDI,
Ninth series, 5, 394.
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The Italian attack on Greece has made the Fiihrer
furious. . . . He judges the situation as follows: 11 duce
is apprehensive about my own—that is, Germany's—eco-
nomic influence in the Balkans and harbors doubts that
the Italians are capable of defeating the Greeks, who as
such are by no means poor soldiers. The Fiihrer's exact
words were: "This is in retaliation for Norway and
France."'"

Historians, from Mario Toscano to MacGregor Knox, are in
general agreement regarding Mussolini's motives in this re-
gard.' Knox correctly surmises that the Greek question was
aired in conversations between Hitler and Mussolini to a far
greater extent than the protocols of their meetings reveal."
Mussolini's actions against Greece were followed more closely
in Berlin than some historians have indicated. A secret note
(Aktennotiz) of 8 November 1940 from the files of the Ministry
of Propaganda states that after his meeting with Hitler in
October, "M[ussolini) gained the impression that Hitler intended
to impress an image on the outside world that he was the sole
leader of this New Europe. For this reason M. quite suddenly
commenced his Greek campaign.""

At the beginning of 1940 Mussolini was still uncertain
whether to attack Greece. On 3 January Bottai, referring to
his recent visit to Athens, noted his conversation with if duce.
"I informed him of the expressions of friendship that I'd found
there. He seemed pleased. 'I'd be rather cynical if I told them
to rest assured because my road does not lead through their

46Heeresadjutant bei Hitler 1938-1943. Aufzeichnungen des Majors Engel,
ed. Hildegard von Kotze (Struttgart, 1974), 45. Toward the end of the war
Hitler maintained that the Italians and Mussolini had contributed to his final
collapse by delaying the start of his campaign against the USSR. Cf. Max
Domarus, Hitler: Reden and Proklamationen 1932-1945 (Wiesbaden, 1973),
vol. 2, part 2, 2208. His recommendations for the German press in 1940 are
indicative of his attitude toward the Italian campaign in Greece. Cf. Helmut
Suendermann, Tagesparolen. Deutsche Presseweisungen 1939-1945. Hitlers
Propaganda and Kriegsfuhrung (Leoni am Starnberger See, 1973), 127-29.

47Toscano's introduction, DDI, Ninth series, 5, x. See also MacGregor Knox,
Mussolini Unleashed: Politics and Strategy in Fascist Italy's Last War
(Cambridge, 1982), 189-230.

"Knox, Mussolini Unleashed, 202.
4913undesarchiv Koblenz, Zsg. 101/37, p. 199.
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land.' Then he added, 'At least, I think so.' ""
Regarding Yugoslavia, from 1937 to 1940, he had vacillated

between close cooperation and aggression. The attack on Greece
in October 1940 is an example of the fascists' failure to take
full account of realities. The inner requirements of the fascist
powers dictated an aggressive stance toward the outside world.
Such were the laws of the fascist states. To exist as a real power
they necessarily had to struggle in order to dominate those
states which had a similar authoritarian structure. It goes with-
out saying that such struggle led eventually to the destruction
and death of millions on a scale never previously encountered.
When Ciano complained to Goering in November 1941 that the
Greeks were facing starvation, the Reichsmarschall advised him
not to be overly concerned with the matter, just as Germany
took no notice of the Soviet prisoners-of-war dying from hunger.
"This year twenty or thirty million people will die from hunger
in Russia. Perhaps it is for the best that it happens in this way,
since certain peoples have to be decimated."'

Aggression by the fascist states bred further aggression in
which neither agreements nor laws were respected. Rome did
not trust Berlin, nor Berlin Rome. Aggression against Czechoslo-
vakia brought on aggression against Albania. The attack on
France and Germany's incursion into Romania led to aggression
against Greece. Hitler became the catalyst for Mussolini's ac-
tions. In certain areas the imperative of foreign aggression
proved to be stronger even than the basic tenet of the fascist
program: the struggle against communism. Let us not forget
that the Third Reich absorbed as its first conquest not democratic
Czechoslovakia but para-fascist Austria, and then turned against
authoritarian, capitalist Poland by concluding a pact with Soviet
Russia. Let us also recall that Italy committed its first aggression
in the Balkans against authoritarian Albania which was ruled
by a clique of philo-fascists. Its second victim was Greece, under
Metaxas's para-fascist dictatorship.

It has become a symbolic fact that the Italians in 1941 would
not agree to the creation of a Greek legion to fight against the

50Bottai, Diario 1935-1944, 172.
51Cited in Czeslaw Madajczyk, Faszyzm I okupacje 1938-1945 (Poznan, 1983),

1, 498.
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Soviet Union.52 The Italians feared that the seed of an inde-
pendent Greek army might thereby take root, regardless of
whether or not it was pro-fascist. The imperative of absolute
imperialist domination revealed itself to be stronger than the
struggle against communism. Cesare de Vecchi was certainly
not wrong when, upon resigning, he told Mussolini, "I want
to say that you have lost the war. To be beaten by the Greeks
means the end for us. If the Germans are ultimately victorious,
it will be Hitler's victory, not yours. You'll see!"'

Mussolini did indeed see that the Italian debacle in Greece—
the first defeat of an Axis power—gave courage to many peoples
and governments to resist the Italians and the Germans. At
the same time, thanks to the Third Reich, the eventual victory
in the Greek campaign transformed Italy into the first of
Berlin's satellites. Emanuele Grazzi, the last envoy of fascist
Italy in Athens, quite accurately entitled his recollections of the
origins of the aggression by the would-be great power of fascist
Italy against small, second-rank Greece, "// principio della fine":
The beginning of the end.

52AA, PA, Biro des Staatsekretaer, Griechenland, 1 Apr. 1941-31 Mar. 1942.
53De Vecchi, II Quadrumviro scomodo, 256. Hermann Neubacher, Sonder-

bevollrnächtigter des Ausweirtigen Amtes fir den Sildosten, on 6 December 1944,
at a meeting of the information service of the foreign ministry, "machte der
Gesandte adhere Ausfilhrugen fiber die schwere Hypotbek, mit der unsere Politik
im Sildosten durch die Uberlassung des westlichen Teiles des Balkans and von
Griechenland an Italica belastet gewesen sei, Unseren Stieg batten tins die Volker
des Balkans nicht vert7belt, wohl aber die Zulassung der italienischen Besetzung.
Damit batten wir unserer politisches Kapital auf dem Balkan zu einem erheblichen
Tell verloren." Bundesarcbiv Koblenz, Reichskanzlei, R 43 II/1400A, p. 107.



Academic Links Between
Berlin University
and Fascist Greece

by JOHANNES IRMCHER

Our congress aims at examining the history of the Greek
people during the fascist dictatorship of 1936-44. This dictator-
ship was not a phenomenon peculiar to Greece, however. Rather,
it was one in a set of developments which were characteristic
of no few. European countries at the time. This is particularly
true of the relations between Greece and Italy, where fascism
originated, and between Greece and. Hitler's Germany,
where the movement assumed its cruelest and most extreme
form. Despite mutual testimonies of solidarity, many fascist
regimes tended to exhibit an insurmountable antagonism toward
one another. This tendency is visible in the history of fascist
Greece's relations with other fascist powers.

Cultural and academic links between Greece and Germany
had existed ever since the founding of the Greek state in the
early nineteenth century. These ties grew under the Weimar
Republic, as is made clear by the volumes of the Hellas Jahrbuch
which contain reports on the activities of the bilateral friend-
ship societies. The fascist takeover in Germany only gradually
affected this relationship, causing a reorganization—along fascist
lines—of such representative bodies in Germany as the legation,
the Archaeological Institute, and the business organizations.'
There was no significant political exodus from Germany to
Greece. The German accomplishments in the disciplines of
philology and history had always been held in high regard by
the Greeks. Likewise, German achievements in the natural
sciences, technology, and medicine were gaining recognition. This

1See H. Kyrieleis in K. Bittel et al., Beiräge zur Geshicbte des Deutschen
Archaologischen Instituts 1929 bis 1979, 1 (Meinz 1979) 41ff.
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is the point of departure for our observations: beginning with
the fascist takeover in Greece on 4 August 1936, this study will
focus on Greece's academic ties to Germany and to the university
(then known as the Friedrich Wilhelm University) situated in
the capital of the Third Reich.

Documentation from the period is fragmented, since the
records were not maintained as a corpus in the custody of the
archives. Stored as necessary working materials at the various
Berlin authorities, the entire collection was subject to destruction
by the air raids which, after the second half of 1943, grew conti-
nually more severe. As the Soviet army approached in spring 1945,
furthermore, the Nazis themselves destroyed documents which
might have incriminated their authors. Thus, the archive registers
of both the Humboldt University in Berlin and the Ministry of
Science, Education, and Training (which was the commanding
authority at the time) are drastically reduced from their original
quantity. A comparative examination of the extant evidence,
however, with other contemporary sources such as newspapers
and periodicals helps fill many gaps and results in a plausible
reconstruction. This study presents the reconstruction in three
sections: the first section deals with the "official relations" which
peaked in 1937 with the participation of Berlin professors in the
centennial celebration of Athens University; the second examines
the extent to which the Friedrich Wilhelm University supported
teaching and research in modern Greek studies; the final sec-
tion investigates the degree of attraction which the University of
Berlin held for Greek students.

I

The takeover of Greece by Ioannis Metaxas, an admirer of
German imperialism ever since his training days at the Prussian
Military Academy, led to a political movement in support of
Hitler's Germany. 2 Addressing the Reichstag on 30 January
1937, Hitler declared friendly intentions toward Hungary, Yugo-
slavia, Bulgaria, Greece, Portugal, and Spain.' The inclusion of
Greece's name in this list indicates Hitler's own perception of

2NEczyrEpov )/1<t.”(Xo1rai3txdv A.stKOv, XIII (Athens n.d.) 415.
3Maier-Benneckstein, Dokumente der deutschen Politik, V (Berlin 1938) 42.
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the Metaxas state as one in a series of fascist or, rather, fascist-
oriented, regimes. The political rapprochement was followed by
economic support: loaning Greece 350 million drachmas, the
Third Reich deputized Hjalmar Schacht and sent him to Athens
to reorganize the Greek economy and finances. England, it may
be noted, had hitherto been dominant in this area, setting its
loan limit at four million pounds!' In the interests of fostering
cultural relations, a special cultural official, archaeologist Erich
Boehringer, was appointed to the German Embassy in Athens.'

Conference activity was also considerable: the twenty-third
convention of the International Institute for Statistics met in
Athens, and the sixth International Congress of Archaeologists
convened in Berlin. Ever since 1887 the International Institute
for Statistics in the Hague had established itself as a center for
information and cooperation between countries.' It alternated its
conventions in various countries and summoned the twenty-
third conference to Athens, 27 September-4 October 1936. 7 As
early as 17 March, months before Metaxas seized power, the
president of the Bavarian Regional Office for Statistics and
then-president of the International Institute for Statistics, Friedrich
Zahn, had urged the Third Reich's Ministry of Science, Educa-
tion, and Training to send a delegation to Athens, "so that
German representation in Athens would not lag behind the good
relations between Greece and the Reich." The Ministry appointed
as head of the delegation Dr. Reichardt, the director of the
Ministry and president of the Third Reich's Statistic's Office.
Two individuals from the staff of the University of Berlin also
Ministry and president of the Third Reich's Statistics Office.
fife and Honorary Professor of Population Policy from 1937-39
(i.e., after the congress),9 and Ernst Wagemann, director of
the Institute for Business Cycle Research and Extraordinary Pro-
fessor after 1919. 9 In Athens Wagemann was elected vice presi-
dent of the Institute.

4N. G. Svoronos, Histoire de la Grece moderne [third edition) (Paris 1972)
103.

5Hellas-Jahrbuch VI (1940) 92.
6Der Grosse Brockhaus XIII (Leipzig 1934) 78.
7Cf. Zentrales Archiv Potsdam 4901 REM, 1996 St. 3, Athens.
8J. Asen, Gesamtverzeichnis des Lehr KOrpers der Universiat Berlin I

(Leipzig 1955) 27.
9Asen, op. cit., 203.
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The delegation also attempted to develop relations between
fascist Greece and Nazi Germany." The deputation attended an
evening function organized by the strongly nationalist German
colony at which guest of honor Goebbels, Minister of Propaganda,
delivered a public address. According to the communiqué of
Ambassador Prinz zu Erbach, Metaxas also addressed the delega-
tion and declared his recognition of Germany. In his diary Zahn
underlines Metaxas' ban on communism: Metaxas desired "a
people internally tightly-knit who would pose a strong power
factor to the outside world." Metaxas' program was based on
a synthesis of ancient wisdom and Greco-Roman dogma (in
apparent anticipation of the "Greece of Greek Christians" motto
of the 1967 colonels). Germany could help in this direction, the
report continued, "if we continue to cultivate in a meaningful
way our economic and cultural links with the Greek people, a
people of kindred spirit with us." In the same context President
Reichardt recorded a statement made 'by a sleeper-carriage at-
tendant who said, in effect, that from that day forward Germany
would enjoy special favor in Greece.

This prediction was confirmed in the centennial celebration
of Athens University, 18-24 April 1937, 11 which was preceded
by the reopening of the excavations of the German Archaeological
Institute in Olympia. Following Ernst Curtius' initial steps in
1875-81, the new campaign continued from 1936-46." The cer-
emony was opened by the German Minister of Education,
Bernhard Rust, in whose honor the university had issued invita-
tions to the celebration. After receiving an honorary doctorate
on the occasion, Rust spoke on the topic, "What is the position
of spiritually—and politically—reformed Germany in relation to
ancient Greece?" He concluded with the sweeping declaration,
"Thus, the Hellenic world truly does live on in the creative
work of the new Germany under the political and spiritual
leadership of Adolf Hitler.""

Germany, with its seventeen delegates headed by Munich
University's Byzantinist Franz Dolger, 14 had one of the strongest

10Cf. F. Zahn, Allgemeines statistischer Archly XXVI (1936-37) 309ff.
11E. Ziebarth, Hellas-jahrbuch IV (1937) 19ff.
12R. Boulanger and F. Melichar, Griechenland (Paris 1971) 517.
13E. Ziebarth, op. cis., 11ff.
14E. Ziebarth, op. cit., 19ff.
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representations at the centennial: the Third Reich took the lead
in receiving no fewer than 29 honorary doctorates.' Besides
Paul Koschaker," the legal historian from Berlin who had al-
ready been hooded, 17 these professors were among those who
received the honorary degree: Hans Lietzmann, scholar of
Church history; Rudolph Stammler, scholar of the philosophy of
law; archaeologist Gerhardt Rodenwaldt; Eduard Schwyzer, com-
parative linguist; and Max Planck, physicist." In 1935, i.e., be-
fore the fascist takeover in Greece, Lietzmann had received the
Commander of the Order of the Redeemer." Also during the
centennial, pathologist Robert ROssle and botanist Otto Apel
were decorated with the merit of Grand Commander of the Order
of the Phoenix." The Greek Archaeological Society, likewise
celebrating its centennial in 1937, elected Rodenwaldt an hon-
orary member (i.e., chairman) of their administrative council."
It is also worth noting in this context that Friedrich Wilhelm
Freiherr Hiller von Gaertringen, 22 associate professor of archae-
ology and epigraphy, was already an external member of the
Athens Academy." The number of Berlin scholars who held of-
ficial ties with academic bodies in Greece during and after the
Metaxas regime was by no means insignificant. The fact that
classical studies lay at the focal point of this constellation is due
to Greece's position as the object of research and to the Uni-
versity of Berlin's long tradition—dating back to the 1830's—in
classics. Thus, the evidence available easily allows us to speak
of an "upward trend" in relations between Hitler's Germany
and fascist Greece.'A

The rapprochement is well documented by the sixth Inter-

153. Irmscher, Ost and West in der Geschichte des Denkens and der kulturellen
Beziehangen (Berlin 1966) 451.

leAsen's spelling of the name as "KoSchacken" is mistaken.
"Walter Wienert, ed., Chronik der Friedrich Wilhelms Universitiit zu Berlin:

April 1936-March 1937, 27.
18/bid., (April 1937-March 1938) 34-26.
19.Archiv der Humboldt Universitat bu Berlin, vol. CLXVII, PA, Prof. Dr.

H. Lietzmann.
20Chronik (see above, note 18) 35, 39.
21Archiv der Humboldt Universitat zu Berlin, R 262a, PA, Prof. Dr.

Rodenwaldt.
22Asen, op. cit., 80.
23Vossische Zeitung, No. 264, 3 June 1933.
24F.A. Six, ed., Dokumente der deutschen Politik, VII. 2 (Berlin 1940) 487.
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national Congress of Archaeologists which, organized by the
Archaeological Institute of the Reich, met in Berlin from 21-26
August 1939. Political tensions had been mounting in July and
August 1939 and culminated in the Nazi invasion of Poland on
1 September.' But the effects of the tension were felt in the
congress only on the penultimate day, 25 August.' The planned
excursion to the Rhineland was suddenly canceled and, in the
presence of Reichsminister Rust, Dutch delegate Alexander W.
Byvanck reacted in words which reflected the thoughts of many
of those present, "Shortly we shall leave the hall to step into
a dark and frightening world. No one can know what the next
days will bring. Please, God, let it be peace! Still, in the darkest
hours, the memory of this congress can be a comfort to us. The
memory of these days when we, citizens of different nations,
came together as human beings to exchange ideas and convey
feelings from one heart to another guarantees to us the firm
belief in a real intellectual community of mankind."'

Enjoying a special position of prominence in the intimate
political relations at the congress was the field of Greek archae-
ology, which had escaped all fascist slogans—even in the official
speeches. The selection of the Greek delegation had been ac-
cordingly influenced by Gerhardt Rodenwaldt," who led a
research expedition to Corfu in March 1937." From his tenure
as president of the German Archaeological Institute Rodenwaldt
possessed a penetrating knowledge of archaeology. From the
ranks of Greek scholars he recruited Spyridon Marinatos: after
completing his graduate training in Germany in 1937, Marinatos
became director of the archaeological section of the Ministry of
Educational Affairs; in 1939 he became a professor at Athens
University and authored several scholarly and popular publica-
tions;" his later career followed the path of a genuine con-
servative. Zschintsch, Secretary of State of the Third Reich's

25Der grossdeutsche Freiheitskampf• Reden Adolf Hitler [second edition]
(Munich 1943, 12, 13; Deutschland im zweiten Weltkrieg I (Berlin 1974)
154-5.

26Zentrales Staatsarchiv Potsdam, 49 -01, REM 2736/1.
27Bericht fiber den VI lnternationalen Kongress Fiir Archaologie zu Berlin

21 -26 August 1939 (Berlin 1940) 105: hereafter cited as "Beoicht."
28Chronik (see above, note 20) 129.
26Zentrales Staatsarchiv Potsdam, 49-01, REM 27 - 33.
30Lexicon (see above, note 2) XIII, 16.
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Ministry of Science, Education and Training, honored Marinatos
with a dinner at the German Foreign Club, which Greek Am-
bassador Rizo-Rangabe also attended." Marinatos also joined
his colleague Georgios P. Oikonomos, General Secretary of the
Athens Academy and Secretary of the Greek Archaeological
Society32 (and recipient of an honorary doctorate from the
Friedrich Wilhelm University)," on the honorary committee of
the congress." He also served jointly as a representative of the
Greek government with Nikolaos G. Pappadakis, holder of the
chair of Classical Greek Philology at the University of Thes-
saloniki." Pappadakis had originally been nominated to hold
the post alone." These two Nestors of Greek learning, Oikonomos
and Pappadakis, made only rare appearances at the congress and
thereby left the field wide open for Marinatos, representative
of the next generation: he was made honorary chairman of the
Greek excavation section," presented a paper on recent research
in Thermopylae," spoke on the timely topic, "The protection
of monuments during wartime,' and made proposals for the
preservation of monuments which met with the unanimous ap-
proval of the closing plenary session." In his parting remarks
to the congress, Marinatos expressed his thanks in these words:
"German scholarship, which owes so much to classical archae-
ology, now speaks in its honor. As a representative of the country
where classical antiquity achieved its dazzling climax, I would
like to assure you that, to you and to German learning, in the
land of Hellas x6pic TroXXI) to ITat (`there is much
gratitude') . "41

As for the other two Greeks at the congress: the ephor of
Kavala, Georgios Bakalakis," presented the royal sword of

31Staatsarchiv (see above, note 31) REM 27-33.
32Bericbt, 5.
38Lexicon (see above, note 2) XIV 790.
34Chronik (see above, note 19) 39.
351.exicon (see above, note 2) XV 471.
seStaatsarchiv (see above, note 31). REM 27-33.
37Bericht, 53.
ssibid., 33 3ff.

9Ibid., 54.
40/bid., 97, 103.
41/bid., 95.
42Who's Who in Greece [second edition) (1965) 392.
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Staphylos (Skopelos) acquired in 1935," while the representative
of Christian archaeological research, Stylianos Pelekanidis (who
had received a portfolio from the Greek Embassy in Berlin from
1934-40,44 held an honorary chairmanship in the late-classical
section. In this capacity he delivered a speech' and proposed that
modern Greek be adopted as an official language of the archae-
ological congress in "natural and fair recognition of the ever-
lasting spirit of antiquity."'" The resolution passed. 47 Thus
Greece entered the limelight on an academic as well as political
level and was conceded the right to name two delegates for
the permanent committee which was established in Berlin to
continue the work of the congress."

The sixth International Archaeological Congress was the
last formal occasion on which scholars from Greece and Berlin
University met. On 1-3 April 1941 a special convention was held
in Berlin for classical scholars to discuss mobilizing the arts and
sciences for the war effort.' But invitations were mailed late
and attendance by foreign experts, though encouraged, was
meager.5° It is remarkable that the invitation list included the
names of Yugoslavian but not Greek scholars: when the list
was compiled on 7 February 1941, the order for Operation
Marita (No. 18), i.e., the attack on Greece, had already been
issued,51 although final decisions for the list were made on
27 Marcia.'

Although there were few large-scale congresses, periods of
study abroad and lecturing tours grew in prominence and pop-
ularity. These exchanges reached their peak in 1939, the final
year of peacetime. The foreign business office of the Berlin
University staff,'" an organ of the NSDAP, had 95 foreign
students and teachers in its jurisdiction. In March 1938 this

43Bericht, 591.
44Who's Who (see above, note 42) 483-4.
45Bericht, 591.
46Ibid., 100401.
47Ibid., 102.
48Staatsarehiv (see above, note 29) REM 2736/1; Bericbt, 101-2.
4'H. Berm, Das neue Bild der Antike I (Leipzig 1942) 11-12.
505taattarchiv (see above, note 29) IX A/29.
51Deatschland im zweiten Weltkrieg I (Berlin 1974) 531.
52/bid., 541.
53FIsiedrich Wilhelm! Universität za Berlin Personal—and Vorlesungsverzeichnis,

Wintersemester 1941-42, 22.
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number rose to 520, with representatives from 59 countries:
Japan sent 63, Greece 60, and Berlin 40." The majority of these
were medics searching for post-graduate specialization. 55 Typical,
perhaps, was Dr. Syllantanos, who worked at the Institute for
Forensic and Social Medicine" in 1937-38. Scholars of considera-
ble reputation were also given publicity and exposure: the con-
servative theologian Nikolaos Luvaris (pupil and translator of
the influential Eduard Spranger), who enjoyed long-standing ties
with German universities and later directed the Ministry of
Culture under Rallis, 57 lectured on 22 January 1937 on the
state of theological and divinity studies in Greece." A month
later the outstanding linguistics professor of the University of
Thessaloniki, Nikolaos Andriotis, spoke on Greco-German rela-
tions to the Humboldt Club and said, in the presence of Greek
Ambassador Rizo-Rangabe and retired brigadier commander Gen-
eral von Massow (president of the German Academic Exchange
Service), "We Greeks of today depend on Germany and shall
always depend on her if we wish to remain Greek." 59

After the outbreak of World War II the Humboldt Club
made its contribution to ideological warfare. For the Union of
Greek Students, a loose association of students from all third-
level colleges in Berlin, it organized an evening lecture on the
Eastern Church." Erich Seeberg," ordinary professor of Church
and Dogmatic History, contrasted Eastern Orthodoxy with
Protestantism. Representing the Greek Ambassador at the lec-
ture was Consul Papas, while Beutel, junior lecturer and member
of the University's Academic Council, represented the Vice

54Berliner Tageblatt LXVII. 104: 3 March 1938.
55Statistics from 20 April 1939 read: eighteen undergraduate and graduate

medical students, including Destounis who eventually became a professor; four
individuals on the Faculty of Philosophy, including Christian archaeologist
Pelekanidis and historian Patriarcheas; ten lawyers; ten engineers, including
electroengineer Kriezis; four scientists; one agricultural scientist; one economist;
one military scientist; one musicologist; four "miscellaneous."

55Chronik (see above, note 18) 84.
57Lexicon (see above, note 2) XII 544-5.
58K. Aland, Glanz and Niedergang der deutschen Universitiit (West Berlin

1979) 876, 1014, 1070-71.
59Berliner Tageblatt LXXVII, 15 February 1937.
99Der Student im Bereich Berlin XIII, 9 July 1940.
61H. Gunkel and L. Zscharnak, Die Religion in Geschichte and Gegenwart

[second edition) (Tubingen 1931) V 367.
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Chancellor." At the same venue Wilhelm Weber, scholar of
ancient history, repeated the lecture on Pericles which he had
delivered in Athens. In an expression of the importance which
it attached to the event, the Greek Embassy sent its department
head, Pericles Sines. In very eloquent language Meremetis,
president of the Union of Greek Students, honored Humboldt
on the occasion. The occupation of Greece by Germany, need-
less to say, brought an end to all such meetings.

An examination of the visits and lecture tours to Greece
by Berlin academicians reveals a similar number of scholars whose
activities are even more uniform and regular. For the Nazis
considered public appearances by prominent scholars—even those
who were suspicious of National-Socialism—an effective means
of cultural propaganda. Church historian Hans Lietzmann," for
example, while on an educational tour of Syria, addressed the
Athens Academy on 30 April 1936 on Greek life and culture
in the Orient." The Dean of the Faculty of Berlin University
had guaranteed that Lietzmann, honorary doctor from Athens
University and member of the Order of the Redeemer, was "ab-
solutely" committed to the Third Reich." Lietzmann visited
Athens on other occasions as he prepared the edition of the
Corpus der griechisch-christlichen 1nschriften von Hellas (the
first and only volume of which was published in Athens in
1941). 66 The Christian Archaeological Society in Athens had
undertaken the publication of the work begun by Byzantinist
Nikos A. Bees, who had long been active in Berlin. The Society
in turn appointed Lietzmann Director of the Administrative
Council, which supervised the collection and deposit of materials
in the archives. Gerhardt Rodenwaldt67 was another scholar
who enjoyed 'privileged treatment in Greece: so strong were
his contacts with the Greek academic community that even

62Friedrich Wilhelms Universität zu Berlin: Personal—und Vorlesungsverzeichnis,
second trimester 1940, 23.

63Religion (see above, note 61) III, 1653
6411pcocrith rfj 'Axabru..tfac °A.9rivi5v XI (1936) 244ff; reprinted in

K. Aland, H. Lietzmann: Kleine Schriften I (Berlin 1958) 87ff.
66Archiv der Humboldt Universitat zu Berlin, Band 167: Prof. Dr. Lietzmann.
66H. Lietzmann, N. A. Bees, G. Sotiriou, Corpus der griechisch-christlichen

Inschriften von Hellas I (Athens 1941).
67Bildnisse beriibmter Mitglieder der deutschen Akaderuie der Wissenschaft

zu Berlin (Berlin 1950) 110.
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under the severe conditions of 1942 he was not denied permis-
sion by state authorities and the party (NSDAP) to visit Greece
on a lecture tour. So physically and psychologically unstable was
Rodenwaldt, however, that he never completed the tour: he
committed suicide in 1945.

In 1938, one year before the outbreak of hostilities in
Europe, a Berlin physician delivered a well-attended lecture to
the medical faculty of the University of Athens. Adolf Bickel,
professor of Experimental Pathological Physiology ,68 spoke upon
invitation on the controlled diet of Olympic competitors. He
based his remarks on his findings from the 1936 Olympic games
which were held in Berlin. Lending an official air to the oc-
casion were the Crown Prince and Princess as well as the Vice
Chancellor of the University. In the first half of 1940, further-
more, the Greco-German Society organized a lecture series in
Athens: the majority of these lectures, funded by German author-
ities, were delivered by Berlin scholars." The series opened with
gynecologist Hans Baatz, Director of the Foreign Affairs Office
of the Lecturers' Board of Berlin Universities and Colleges. In
his first lecture he spoke on cancer research and, in a second
delivered on 26 February, he addressed Greco-German relations
at third-level educational institutions. Baatz was honored the
following day with a banquet, along with writer Otto Gmelin,
proponent of the mythical historical novel as fostered under
fascism.'" Other lecturers were Wilhelm Weber, propagandist
of fascist ideology who spoke on Pericles, and Friedrich Gerke,
extraordinary professor of Christian archaeology.

Not all such exchanges, however, were propagandistic in
intention. The last Vice Chancellor of the Friedrich Wilhelm
University was the orthopaedic surgeon Lothar Kreuz. After
serving well in the rehabilitation of the disabled, he was finally
practicing as Brigadier General in the Second Medical Corps.
The Greco-German Society in Athens invited him in summer
1941 to speak on the treatment and utilization of the remaining
part of an amputated limb. Since Greece had been drawn into
the war from autumn 1940, the topic was one of great relevance.

68Asen, op. cit., 15.
°9Hellas-Jabrbucb VI (1940) 85.
70H. Kaufmann, Gescbichte der deutschen Literatur von 1917 his 1945 (Berlin

1975) 330.
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Travel arrangements were made quickly:" Kreuz had to be
cleared by the Foreign Department of the NSDAP and was
required to report to the German Academic Institute in Athens,
under the direction of Rudolf Fahrner. Kreuz feared that the
military complications between Greece and Italy would force
him to decline the invitation. The Greeks, however, persevered.
Constantinos Logothetopoulos, bearer of the portfolio for
Hygiene and Education and second-in-command to the Quisling
government, requested that the cultural attache Bahringer repeat
the invitation to Professor Kreuz and also deputize the Greek
specialist Panayiotis Patronikolas to escort a disabled Greek
citizen to Berlin. But the plans never materialized, thwarted per-
haps by the aggravated international politics.

U

Essential to all politico-cultural initiatives is the availability
of a core of personnel who possess knowledge of the language
and culture of the country in question. On the Greek side, such
a core had long existed: ever since the Greek Enlightenment,
Greek intellectuals from all disciplines had traveled to Germany
for basic and specialized training. In the process, they had
mastered the German language and even used it extensively in
their academic work and professional publications. The situation
in Germany, however, was radically different: although classical
Greek studies had been cultivated there ever since the' revival
of humanism, interest in the modern language and in modern
Greek studies in general was disproportionately low. No lec-
turers on the subject stationed in Berlin during the nineteenth
century enjoyed any success." Only the establishment of the
Department of Oriental Languages in the Friedrich Wilhelm
University introduced a semblance of continuity. And this came
about largely through the efforts of Ioannis Kalitsounakis, who
had been affiliated with the University since 1906 and was
deemed Professor Emeritus in 1942. After studying philology in

71For the usual protocol observed during lecture tours, see Deutsche TFis-
senschaft, Erziehung and Volksbildung III (1937) 133ff.

72See the survey by use Rochow in J. Irmcher and M, Mineemi, '0 'EXXrpt-
crvdc etc TO 'EWTEpLx6v (Berlin 1968) 553ff,
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Athens, Jena and Berlin, he taught in the Department of Oriental
Languages and took active measures to develop the department.
In 1924 he became an ordinary professor of classical philology
at Athens University and, in 1926, was a founding member of
the Athens Academy. Although, in his final years, attendance at
lectures had dwindled to as few as three, Kalitsounakis was
awarded for his efforts with the Medal for Loyal Service, Grade
Two, in 1938; four years later he received Grade One status
(for forty years of service). He left Berlin for Greece in 1943 and
was prevented by the war from ever returning. Kalitsounakis
felt a strong allegiance to Berlin but never participated in
Nazi activities.

After the fascist takeover in Greece, Kalitsounakis advertized
a course on the interpretation of middle-Greek texts for the
winter semester 1936-37. 75 But •toward the end of the decade
the Department of Oriental Languages was extended as the
Foreign College, which converted the department into the Faculty
of Foreign Studies." Politicization in favor of fascism colored
the conversion, and a separate department of Greek history and
culture was proposd within the German Institute for Foreign
Studies. This department never materialized, however: its records
are restricted to announcements by the German News Office
and newspaper articles about events in Greece from August
1941-May 1944.75 By this time Kalitsounakis's course-offerings
had grown: he was now offering classes on the history of Greco-
German relations and Greek foreign policy. After earning
Emeritus status, the aged professor (perhaps defiantly adhering
to his non-Nazi convictions) withdrew from the Faculty of
Foreign Studies to teach in the Arts Faculty. There was no re-
placement to be found for the position he had vacated." As
much as Kalitsounakis remains an admirable personality, it must
be admitted that his politicocultural achievements were limited.
He never succeeded in establishing a school of his own and,

"For example, a lecture on modern Greece was included in the list of
practical language and philology classes. See Friedrich Wilhelms Universitiit zu
Berlin, Wintersemester 1935-36, 158; and Wintersemester 1936—Sommersemester
1937, 74.

74.Ibid., second trimester 1940, 80-81.
75Zentrales Staatrarchiv Potsdam, No. 7612.
76A replacement was necessary, since the educational directives included modern

Greek studies.
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consequently, in the years immediately following 1945 modern
Greek studies did not establish itself in Berlin University.

III

Two points should be kept in mind as we consider the Greek
students, both undergraduate and graduate, residing in Berlin
from 1936-44. First, Berlin never attracted students as strongly
as did Munich, Leipzig, Jena, and Gottingen. Second, the German
reverence for order and thoroughness failed to maintain com-
plete registration figures for all Greek students at the Friedrich
Wilhelm University. We have only the names which were entered
in the Album of Foreign Students: 1933-45, which was kept by
the Vice Chancellor and is now stored in the archives of Humboldt
University. The album lists students' names, place and date of
birth, date of matriculation, chosen subject, and date of gradua-
tion. No uniform system of transliterating and Germanizing the
names was employed, making many attempts at identification
doubtful in the end. Fields of study are listed in the vaguest
of terms. "VOlkische Erziehung," for example, can mean "philol-
ogy," "pedagogy," or even "theology." Equally ambiguous is
the heading "Kulturwissenschaft." Also unreliable are the dates
for matriculation and graduation. Finally, the lists themselves
appear to be incomplete. Markos Siotis, for example, who is
presently Professor Emeritus of the Faculty of Theology in Athens,
is not mentioned in any list, although he studied in Berlin during
the war. In view of such omissions, we shall restrict the statistics
here to verifiable facts and shall provide instead some tentative
explanatory references.

The album includes 124 Greek names for the years 1935-39.
Five Greek students were registered in the winter 1939-40 term,
one in the first term of 1940, six in the second, and four in the
third Summer 1941 saw five Greek registrations, winter 1941-42
two, and summer 1942 three. There were eleven registrations in
winter 1942-43, one in summer 1943, two in winter 1943-44,
two in summer 1944, and none in winter 1944-45. Of the names
listed, the following can be verified:

1. rubpytoc MocOpoc: born 1909; studied law in Athens
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and Berlin; occasional lecturer at Athens University, 1937: mem-
ber of Parliament and Minister of Justice, 1946; Minister of
Economy, 1949-50; Minister of Finance, 1951; Minister of De-
fense, 1952; Liaison Minister, 1963-64; Governor of the Na-
tional Bank, 1964; Minister of Foreign Affairs, 1974.

2. `izperiut_toc Kourcbvic : born 1905; studied theology
in Athens, philology in Munich, Berlin and Bonn; Secretary of
the Holy Synod, 1939-41; Court Chaplain, 1949; Professor of
Canonical Law, University of Thessaloniki, 1959; Archbishop of
Athens during the 1967-74 Junta.

3. Kuvo-rarrivoc Tpurviviric: born 1909; studied philol-
ogy in Athens, Munich, Berlin and Oxford; occasional lecturer
to Athens University, 1947; General Secretary of the Athens
Academy after the collapse of the Junta.

4. NuKancoc 'Av6ptenric: born 1906; studied philology
and linguistics in Athens, Vienna and Berlin; staff member of
the Athens Academy, 1923; Professor of Linguistics at the Uni-
versity of Thessaloniki; now deceased.

5. rpirryOptoc Kt:Tang: born 1900; studied philology in
Athens, Leipzig and Berlin; headmaster of a secondary school,
1937; Director of the Marasleion Pedagogic Society; now
deceased.

6. 'I cadcwric Kappipnc: born 1904; studied theology in
Athens, Berlin and Bonn; occasional lecturer after 1937; Profes-
sor of Dogmatics (History) and Symbolism at Athens Uni-
versity, 1939.

7. rEeapytoc Aaaicoulufgaric: born 1912; studied legal and
economic sciences in Athens, USA and Berlin; Athens lawyer,
1936; Professor of Public and Constitutional Law at the
rfactrrEtoc Zxca.7j, 1943; holder of many official positions re-
lating to the economy.

8. MapxEXXoc MI:rabic: born 1908; studied philology and
archaeology in Athens, Munich, Berlin and Paris; Director of
the Epigraphic Museum in Athens, 1938.

9. 'Av5ptac raCijc: born 1909; studied law in Athens,
Berlin, Hamburg and London; occasional lecturer of Civic Law
in Athens, 1945; Professor, 1963.

10. EttAtaviic Koapcapiavoc: born 1907; studied classical
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philology in Athens, Pavia, Munich and Berlin; staff member of
the Athens Academy, 1942; Professor of Greek Philology at the
University of Thessaloniki, 1944; now deceased.

11. EOckyyEXoc Eiroctufanic: born 1909; studied science
and classical philology; secondary school headmaster in Athens;
editor of many ancient scientific works.

12. AticatEpivrt Etpt qrr o0-KpLapd: born 1909; studied
philology, pedagogy and psychology in Athens, Munich, Jena,
Berlin and Paris; Professor of Teacher Training, 1940; Professor
of Psychotechnology.

13. niccvayLc;vrqc ilorrpLapxtac : born 1907; Professor
of the History of Philosophy at Athens University, 1951.

14. AlwiTtpLoc 116prokoc: born 1910; studied law in
Athens, Leipzig and Berlin; officer in Ministry of Public Utilities
and Ministry of Trade.

15. 'AvTc5vi.oc KptegfIC: born 1911; doctorate in engineer-
ing from the Technical University of Berlin; Professor of Town
Planning at the Technical University of Athens.

16. KCOVOTCCIPCIVOC Boupeipric: born 1899; studied
classical philology in Athens and Berlin; post-military level
schoolteacher, 1920; Professor of Classical Philology at the Uni-
versity of Thessaloniki, 1940; Professor of Classical Philology
at the University of Athens, 1948; now deceased.

17. Zonfiptoc FlaTtoryEcapyfou: born 1905; studied med-
icine in Athens and Berlin, where he received the doctorate;
specialist in microbiology and pathology; held numerous medical
positions.

18. rEc5pyloc Mapayx&Tcoaxyg: born 1206; studied law
in Athens and *Berlin; President of the Privy Council, 1974-76.

19. rliwoc KALE S: born 1914; studied electrotechnol-
ogy in Athens and Berlin; Professor of Applied Mathematics at
the Technical University of Athens, 1946.

20. •AvOptac Xarc0i5dacqc: born 1901; studied law in
Athens and Berlin; civil servant at the highest levels; Minister
of Agriculture, 1952; Minister of the Merchant Marine, 1963.

21. 'Avubvtoc Kcxv0aTic: born 1908; studied science in
Athens and Berlin; Professor of General Biology at the Uni-
versity of Thessaloniki, 1945.
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22. Art pirrp tog 'I cooniverrrouXoc: born 1904; studied law
in Athens; studied theatre in Berlin; playwright and film and
theatre director as well as critic and journalist in Athens.

23. rittcaaoc Aekancocc: born 1912; studied legal and
political science in Athens, Berlin and Hamburg; specialist in
trade and navigational law; Professor of the Higher College of
Industry in Piraeus, 1943; Professor of the University of Thes-
saloniki, 1961.

24. rEdipyLoc AEcrroa5vric: born 1905; studied medicine,
neurology and psychology in Athens, where he received an
M.D. degree; doctorate from Berlin; University Lecturer, 1942;
staff of Humboldt University, 1947; Professor at Humboldt
University, 1952; Director of the Neuropsychiatric Children's
Hospital in Penteli, 1961.

25. 11 &Tog KouXialicc: born 1914; doctorate; Vice Di-
rector of the German Academic Institute in Athens in the
1940's.

26. licavairawrivoc Eattopfic: born 1909; studied med-
icine in Athens and Berlin, where he received the doctorate;
Director of the Clinic of the Evangelismos Hospital, 1953;
Lecturer in Pathology at the University of Athens, 1952.

27. Boccraztoc fpurtovriat6rqc: born 1910; studied med-
icine in Athens, Berlin, Stockholm and Illinois; Lecturer in
Surgery at the University of Athens, 1942; director of clinical
departments at the larger hospitals in Athens, 1946.

28. 'I cadcvvric KanoblatpLac: born 1905; studied law in
Athens and Berlin, where he received the doctorate; Lecturer
(1943) and Professor of Labor Law at the University of
Athens, 1960; Minister of Employment, 1958 and 1961.

29. Icadvvric Mcci.toaxiicric: born 1897; studied philol-
ogy at the University of Athens and Berlin; secondary school-
teacher, 1919; Lecturer in Modern Greek History at the Uni-
versity of Thessaloniki

30. Nuthl.ccoc Kinerglric: born 1907; studied medicine in
Athens, Wiirzburg and Berlin; director of a clinic for pathology
and rheumatology, 1945.

31. XptcyrOcopoc Baol.X.EickEnic: born 1906; doctorate
in agricultural science from Berlin University; Lecturer at the
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Athens Polytechnic and Professor of the Agricultural College,
1949.

32. torlittcpwc rerapyonac: born 1908; studied philol-
ogy in Athens; studied philology and linguistics in Berlin, where
he received the doctorate; Lecturer at the University of Chicago,
1943; Professor at the University of Utah, 1954; Professor at
the University of North Dakota, 1953.

33. 'AvacruScaLoc BapGaptaoc : born 1912; studied law
in Athens, Berlin and Washington; a leading official in various
ministries.

34. sAv6piac OuTpcicric: born 1910; studied theology,
philology and pedagogy in Athens, Munich and Berlin; official
in the Ministry of Education, 1945; occasional lecturer (1946)
and Professor of Hagiology, Hymnology and Palaeography at the
University of Athens, 1952.

35. 'Itackvvric ral:TavtEric (Hans Gaitanidis): born 1909;
doctorate in Kulturwissenschaft; writes for the Federal Republic
of Germany.

36. navayLeYrric KoporrUic: born 1906; studied theology
and philology in Athens; doctorate from the University of Berlin;
secondary schoolteacher until 1947; then Director of Pedagogical
Academies in Jannina and Piraeus.

37. EC.)0')F,Loc n anayEcapylou : born 1912; studied ag-
ricultural science in Thessaloniki, Leipzig, Berlin, Hamburg,
Zurich and Geneva; Lecturer (1946) and Professor of Agricul-
tural Management at the University of Thessaloniki, 1948.

38. 'EXgviri ElEvou: born 1923; studied classical archae-
ology and received the Doctorate of Philology; married his-
torian Erik Amburger in West Berlin; now living in Giessen.

39. licavo-rawrivoc 2A7TOCTKIATIC: born 1911; studied philol-
ogy in Athens; studied political science in Berlin, Jena and
Vienna; civil servant in the Ministry of Education; a politician
since 1950 and deputy of the ERE.

40. Icaectivic KaXoyfipou: born 1916; studied theology
and philosophy in Athens, Berlin and Marburg; Professor of the
History of Dogmatics and Ecumenism at the University of
Thessaloniki, 1954.

41. Kcavatavrivoc KcovcrTarroverrrouXoc: horn 1905;
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studied in Berlin and Hamburg; Governor-General of Mt.
Athos, 1951.

The above list substantiates the claim that, despite fascism
and the war, worthwhile work was carried on at the University
of Berlin for as long as circumstances allowed. But it also re-
veals that many Greek students who studied in Berlin returned
with their credentials to Greece, where they assumed academic
and official positions.

In order to introduce foreign students to German language
and culture, the German Institute for Foreign Students was in-
corporated into the university in 1922. Besides offering courses
on language and culture, the Institute arranged for social events
and outings, endeavoring to make the daily life of its members
more pleasant. Every spring and autumn a special holiday
course was offered, and more Greeks participated in it every
year: in 1937 and 1939 the famous opera singer Anna
Tassopoulou participated." After the outbreak of the war, how-
ever, only two Greeks joined in. After 1941 the courses were
canceled.

At the same time, however, a German Council for Foreign
Students was established with the task of enhancing the political
and academic status of foreign students. Candidates applied to
the various German academic institutes and were awarded merit
(i.e., not "need") scholarships. On 13 May 1941, during the
final days of the battles on Crete, it was decided that scholar-
ships be granted to continuing students but that fewer new grants
be awarded. The total number of Greek students that year was
47: 25 on renewed scholarship and 21 on new ones. There
were some 10,003 foreign students in toto. The next year saw
an increase in Greek student recipients to 76.

The academic links between Greece and Germany were
part, therefore, of a long tradition based on the romantic dis-
tortion by which ancient and modern Greece were no longer
distinguished. In 1943 a diplomat in Hitler's Ministry of Foreign
Affairs wrote, "The regrettable conflict of arms between Ger-
many and Greece which has been brought on by the machina-
tions of British plutocrats has not only failed to destroy the
cultural links between both nations but has scarcely succeeded

77Chronik (see above, note 18) 229.
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in even straining them. Now, as before, German interest in the
great achievements of the Hellenic world in the arts and sciences
is strong. German cultural life, likewise, continues to be observed
in Greece with interest and, after the current sufferings of the
Greek people are alleviated—which have been brought on by
the English blockade—will be more intently pursued." Hitler
himself explained that the German soldiers were "the friends
of the Greek people."" All the sweet rhetoric and apparent good
will which lay behind these words, however, could not camouflage
the terrorism and economic pillaging of Greece which was being
conducted by the Nazis. It is understandable, therefore, that the
many academic links which this study has investigated quickly
declined after 1941 and ultimately disintegrated.

78Sweet rhetoric could not camouflage the terrorism and economic pillaging
of Greece conducted by the Nazis.



The Police in
The Fourth-of-August Regime

by D. H. CLOSE

The police played a vital role in maintaining Metaxas's dic-
tatorship. No political party was available for this purpose. Nor
was the army, since its loyalty lay to the King, who believed—
with Metaxas's agreement—that it should stay out of politics.
Therefore Metaxas relied mainly on the police to suppress op-
position and relied on it heavily in his attempt to reform society.
Its success in the former respect was remarkable. From August
1936 until the German invasion in 1941 the army prevented any
serious degree of political or industrial agitation. Meanwhile its
activities were unprecedentedly varied and far-reaching. It be-
came partly or wholly responsible for: orchestrating demonstra-
tions of mass support; extracting increased sums of money
from the public in taxation and irregular levies; regulating
amenities for tourists; organizing the official youth movement;
issuing certificates of sound social belief to public employees;
censoring books, films and newspapers; and enforcing moral
standards through such measures as imposing restrictions on
gambling and licensing the sale of alcohol. All this was added
to a major role in national defense, including counterespionage,
precautions against air raids, and—when the war broke out—pro-
visioning the army, interning enemy aliens, and engaging in
direct combat.' The purpose of this paper is to examine why the

1S. Linardatos, 41-1 Atiyot5a•rou (Themelio, Athens, 1966), pp. 69-71; K. S.
Antoniou, =plc( Tic `Earivticiic BacratKilc XcapocpuXakfis (privately
published, Athens, 1965), III, 1479, 1481; A. B. Daskalakis, ° I crropta TIN
`EXArivixfic Xcapacpacodic (Tsiveriotis, Athens, 1973), I, 78-9; British
Foreign Office Papers (Public Record Office, Kew), 371/21147/223 (R
4453) ;-/21148/126 (R 8327) ;-/23770/105, 427-8 (no document numbers).

I am most grateful to Major A. Anastasopoulos and Mr. S. Diamandis of the
XezpocpuXaKti, and Captain S. Andonakos of the 'Actuvolita for providing me
with important information.
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police were both able and eager to fulfill a role of such
magnitude.

One answer lies in developments of the previous twenty
years, when the main police organizations on which the dictator-
ship depended were either created or strengthened. Various gov-
ernments contributed to this work, but those headed by Metaxas's
arch-rival Eleftherios Venizelos were the greatest contributors
between 1910 and 1920, and from 1928 to 1932. A key year
was 1929, thanks largely to the Minister of the Interior Con-
stantine Zavitsianos, who was to be Minister of Finance in the
Fourth-of-August regime. Among the more noteworthy develop-
ments of the period was the acquisition by the Chorofilaki
(gendarmerie, the dominant force) of a training college for
candidate officers in 1919.2 In 1920-30 the Astinomia (city
police) was founded and introduced into the major cities, where
it learned many of its tasks for the first time, such as how to
control road traffic and holiday crowds! After 1923 steps were
taken to create a national system of agricultural security to super-
vise the locally-appointed Agrofilakes (agrarian police). But
since these had a limited function and low status, the term
"police" shall apply in this paper only to the Chorofilaki and
Astinomia.4

The first national organization for the purposes of counter-
espionage and counter-subversion was created by the Pangalos
dictatorship in 1925. 5 In 1929 this was replaced by the Eidiki
Asfaleia (Special Security) which, under the direction of
Chorofilaki officers, had the power to hire civilian spies. This
group would later become unpopular for its persecutions of
many opponents of the government! In the same year the
criminological services were strengthened and organized into a
national directorate. The function of investigating crimes, taken

2D. G. Katsimanglis,	 `Icrropla -roti 'AcrrovoinKot3 eurio61 cryrjv 'A-
Pcbtari, raXXta, 'AyyX(a Kaj 'AvEpodi (privately published, Athens,

1981), p. 137.
8Ibid., pp. 141-2; N. G. Katrabasas, 'Acrruvoplo: 176A.Emv (privately pub-

lished, Athens, 1949), Chapter 1.
4Ch. Chadzispirou, I crropla	 Ariito-koLvartxfic 'Ayponxijc 'Acnpa-

XEtac, 1837-1936 (privately published, Athens, 1957), pp. 157-9.
5G. F. Fessopoulos, 	 Atoxpcktutc [Propaganda] (N. Tilperoglou, Athens,

1948), pp. 27-8, 44, 117.
6T4pritiEpt8a	 Ku8spvirjamc, Series A, 21 February 1929, pp. 616-7.
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from the Astinomia by the Pangalos regime, was now restored
to it. The section responsible for the work, the Yeniki Asfaleia
(General Security), was thereafter to include specialists in
counter-subversion and counterespionage, among whom was the
small Omas Kommounismou (Anti-Communist Squad), whose
members would take a prominent role in combating communists
under the Fourth-of-August regime; they also claimed to have
instigated the Idionym Law of 1929. 7 This move expanded the
powers and responsibilities of Astinomia and Chorofilaki in
persecuting those whom they regarded as communists, such as
the many strikers and leftist sympathizers, who were deported
to islands at the rate of several hundred a year during the
1930's. 8 Henceforth the Eidiki Asfaleia and Yeniki Asfaleia
would form the basis of the "political" or "secret" police, and
the extensive duplication of their functions would cause fric-
tion between them. 9 The capacity of the police to combat
espionage was reinforced in January 1936 by the establishment
of a Service for the Defense of the State under the Minister
for the Army. After 4 August this was replaced by the Service
of Aliens under the Sub-Minister for Public Security." In this
period the number of police grew greatly. Between 1928 and
1936 the Astinomia grew from about 2,500 to 4,200 and the
Chorofilaki from about 8,500 to 12,200. 11 There is good reason
to believe that the quality and effectiveness of the two bodies
also improved from the lamentably low level of the 1920's.
The Chorofilaki hunted down the last brigands in 1930, for

77bid., 8 January 1929, pp. 17-29; N. Charalambidis, et al., "TO Mucrrocery
'ApxEi.ov To0 Mavtabecxri," 'Ef}vtick Kfipu., 23 October 1949, p. 4 (hence-
forth cited as 'E.Ovtxbc Kfipt.4). Maniadakis and leading security officers con-
tributed directly or indirectly to the series of which the foregoing is a part
(see ibid., 9 October 1949, p. 1, and 16 October 1949, p.

8F0 371/15237, Annual Report for 1930, pp. 40-2; R. Koundouros,
'Ampeaucc To0 KcceEcrtc7yroc (Kastaniotis, Athens, 1978, pp. 90-120).

oTevtxdc KliptA, 23 October 1949, p. 4.
l (rEcprivEptOcc TIN KueepvticrEcoc, Series A, 25 January 1936, pp. 269-70;

10 November 1936, p. 2658; Antoniou, crropta, III, 1474.
11/bid., pp. 1394-5; Official Census for 1928 'Y'rroupydov savueo,c Oixo-

voplac, rEvila) Xrcencrruc• 'Y'rnipsa[a Tijc 'EXA.68oc, Etancrath 'Ano-
TEXgcsiiata Tir 'ATroypatpfic To0 Tarieuavoil 1928), V 166; 'ErtnittEpt8a

Kue£pvlja£coc, Series A, 30 December 1936; KifiptA Arii.toatac 'Ackpcx-
XECac, 22 September 1936, p. 2 (this reference was found for me by Mr.
Diamandis).
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example, while the Astinomia succeeded in reducing Piraeus's
international reputation for crime.'

One result of these developments was the enormous increase
in the powers and patronage of politicians in office. This was
because the Greek police displayed an unusual degree—by the
standards of other parliamentary systems in Europe—of cen-
tralization and politicization." Centralization was increasing
partly in the interests of efficiency. Thus the municipal police
were abolished in 1893 and the local control of the Agrofilakes
was abolished by Metaxas in 1937 (although it was to be par-
tially restored after his regime)." As for the Astinomia and
Chorofilaki, the Minister of the Interior controlled them to the
extent of interfering in details of personnel and policy. It was
common in the 1920's and 1930's—especially among the power-
ful Chorofilaki—for personal or partisan motives to govern ap-
pointments, transfers and promotions." It seems also to have
been common for police to be used—and commoner still for
them to be requested—by politicians to harass their opponents.
The police historian K. S. Antoniou believes that this practice
was systematized with the foundation of the Eidiki Asfaleia by
the Venizelos government in 1929. 16 But it is clear that the
politicization of the police increased with anti-Venizelists' re-
turn to power in 1932. According to Antoniou, the majority in
the Chorofi/aki—especially in the lower ranks—had remained
monarchist even during the previous decade of Venizelist domin-
ance.' Now the Venizelists in their ranks were steadily re-
duced. Metaxas, as new Minister of the Interior in 1932, re-

12Antoniou, III, pp. 1368, 1380-1, 1406, 1412, 1475-6; Katsimanglis, 	 cro-
plat, p. 142; ibid., 'AVal&IC TOG 'Acrruvoiltx00 eeoi.to0 Kat 'Acrruvol.tudi
'Eittarktri crri)v 'EXXacba (privately published, Athens, 1974), p. 59;
Katrabasas, 'AcruuvoirEct, pp. 31-6; FO 371/13658/100-1, R. W. Urquhart's
report for November 1929; -/14381/353 (C 3041).

13See, for example, R. B. Fosdick, European Police Systems (Patterson Smith,
Montclair, N.J., 1969 reprint of 1915 edition).

14Katrabasas, 'Acrruvopla, pp. 24-6; Ch. Chadzispirou, '0 1(6581& 'Aypo-
TtKfic 'Ao-cpccXErac (Athens, 1949), p. 24; ibid., To "Epyov TTIS 'ETrapartlic
A. Pcoixavo0 •rtpdc ZOirra&tv ExEbtou N6p.00 TrEpt 'A -ypocpuXamjc (Athens,
1958), foreword by P. Chaldezos.

15Antoniou, III, 1387-90; FO 371/12926/13, 56, Report on Greek Gendar-
merie by Major W. T. Rigg [19281 (no doc. no.).

16Antoniou, III, 1370, 1389.
uAntoniou, III, 1438.
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placed a substantial number of them. Then there was a minor
purge of this force after the Plastiras pronanciamiento of 1933,
followed by a massiv one after the Venizelist rising of 1935.
The latter purge involved over a quarter of the commissioned
officers, including a disproportionate number of Cretans. There
was a much smaller purge of the Astinomia, presumably because
it was generally less politicized. To judge by available figures
of the Chorofilaki s numbers in 1936, the gaps thus caused must
have been quickly filled among the rank-and-file, while among
officers the process seems to have been slower. The replace-
ments were frequently partisan anti-Venizelists and included
victims of purges of the 1920's."

Police harassment of Venizelists was severe from 1933 on-
wards. An early sign of the trend was an assassination attempt
on Venizelos himself, organized by the director of the Yeniki
Asfaleia of Athens (an appointee of the anti-Venizelist Prime
Minister), with the help of officers in the Astinomia and
Chorofilaki and the connivance of the director of the Eidiki
Asfaleia. The motives were private as well as political, and the
police were divided by the ensuing scandal. But the culprits
had enough backing from fellow police and anti-Venizelist
politicians (including Metaxas) to escape judicial sentencing."

Interference by police in elections seems to have been rela-
tively limited under Venizelos's government of 1928-32: there
is no mention of such in reports by British observers who
stressed, on the other hand, the unprecedented police measures
to maintain order. But interference was widespread from 1933,
directed against the entire range of the anti-Venizelists' op-
ponents and extending to political meetings and municipal elec-
tions. Attempts by governments to influence the last were against
convention 20 In 1933-35 there are several reports—from Patras,
Chios and Salonika—of police banning or assaulting lawful

isAntoniou, III, 1438, 1446; FO 371/16771/11-12 (C 303), 128-9 (no doc.
no.); -/21147, Annual Report for 1936, p. 100; -/10772/89/2; -/19507/237/1-2;
'Ecpril_tEptba Tfic Kutspvtjascoc, Series A, 10 April 1935, pp. 607-8; ibid.,
Series C, 14 June 1935, pp. 569-571; ibid., Series C, 18 June 1935, pp. 573-4;
KirelptA Arivoalac 'AfaxpaXelac, 15 February 1936, p. 2.

19Katsimanglis, 'Avagtc, p. 53; FO 371/18393/114; 419506/366-370
(R 2592).

20F0 371/15966/247-8; -/10772/ (C 9791); -/18393/22-3 (R 1162).
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anti-government meetings of various complexions.21 After the
Venizelists' abortive revolt of March 1935, the police became
still more an instrument of extreme anti-Venizelists. According
to British Ambassador Sir Sydney Waterlow the general elec-
tion of June was "described on all hands as the most corrupt
and unreal of modern times." Enforcing a policy of official
coercion, the police cited a law for compulsory voting and thus
headed villagers to the polls. The referendum of November,
which led to the King's restoration, was systematically rigged,
largely through the police. Under Kondylis's dictatorship of
that time the police engaged in wholesale persecution of polit-
ical opponents and suppression of civil liberties. Even after the
King's return and attempts to restore constitutional practices, the
police intervened extensively against Venizelists in the general
election of January 1936, openly contravening the government's
wishes. 22

The police as a whole were intensely anti-communist, as was
natural in view of the broad range of interests which the com-
munists threatened: the tendency of the political world was to
see the communists' hand in every outbreak of industrial unrest.
The police, however, saw themselves as more alive to the
peril than most politicians. It was in the guise of industrial un-
rest that most police came into conflict with "communism"
during the year before the Fourth-of-August regime. These
encounters could be gruelling for police. In the worst confronta-
tion, in Salonica in May 1936, they faced hostile crowds for ten
days without rest and under constant provocation. From such
ordeals they emerged feeling aggrieved against those whom
they saw as ringleaders, and against the many commentators
who criticized their conduct. 23 But there is no doubt that their
own behavior was excessively brutal and, on this account, pro-
vocative. From the mid-1920's participation in industrial unrest
was commonly punished by deportation after a summary trial
by a local Security Commission: a police officer was always
present at such a trial. 'When, in 1929, twenty-three workers

=ibid., 19506/138 (R 1904); 419508/109-110, 330 (no doc. no.).
22/b1d., 19507/211/1-5 (R 3909); -/19509/225 (R 6554); -/20389/291;

B. Birtles, Exiles in the Aegean (Gollancz, London, 1938), pp. 75-8.
22F0 371/20389/125 (R 3310); Antoniou, III, 1382; 'Eevixac

16 October 1949, p. 1.
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were acquitted by a court in Salonica for their part in a demon-
stration, the local chief of the Chorofilaki publicly attacked the
verdict as an encouargement to communism and thereby earned
a condemnation for impropriety. 24 When unrest stemming from
economic grievances increased in 1933-36, some observers often
found the Chorofilaki to blame for much of the violence that
occurred in Heraklion, Kalamata, Pylos, Vostitsa (near Patras),
and especially in Salonica. On the Salonica incident, the con-
sidered verdict of the British Consul-General was that "the
police acted with unnecessary brutality, as was their custom."
The local chief of the Chorofilaki was especially blamed by
some for the fact that hardly a meeting had occurred there
without police violence during the previous two years.

These cases of excessive violence were not caused merely
by anti-communism. In several instances—such as demonstrations
by currant-producers in the Peloponnese or Venizelists in Saloni-
ca—communist influence was small or altogether absent. Blame
for violence seems sometimes to have been attributable to under-
qualified and partisan officers who were appointed to replace
purged Venizelists. As a result, there were what Waterlow
called "vicious elements" in both Astinomia and Chorofilaki."
On the authority of a prominent Venizelist, a British official
reported in mid-1936 that the police were imposing a "petty
tyranny" in Venizelist districts.' In Crete the purge of 1935
broke the convention that the majority of public servants should
be Cretan, and the dismissed police officers began agitating
against the government." A longer-term reason for the Chorofi-
laki) s violence was their excessive military training, which ex-
pert observers (foreign and Greek) commonly criticized as limit-
ing their ability to deal peacefully with the public. This dis-
ability was especially serious in places noted for industrial un-
rest and in remote areas, where police patrols were only seen
when engaged on unpopular missions. The main reason, in

24Koundouros, 'AcrIrdRetct, p. 116; FO 371/13658/251.
25F0 371/23770/355-6; -/20389/125-6 (R 3310).
26/bid., -/21147, Annual Report for 1936, p. 100; -/18393/114 (R 6065).
27/bid., -/20389/136-142 (R 4167).
29/bid., -/19507/237 (R 4118), 240 (R 4153).
29/bid., -/12926/28, 88-9, 105-8 (Rigg Report); Antoniou, III, 1482, 1492;

Chadzispirou, 'I crroptcc, p. 189.
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fact, that brigandage had survived until 1930 was the public's
alienation from the police in these remote regions."

The Chorofdaki seems to have become unprecedentedly un-
popular by mid-1936. To Cretans they now seemed an alien
force. This must have been true also of many Macedonians and
Thracians, as a result of the harsh suppression of industrial unrest
at the time. During and after the general election of January,
Venizelists as well as communists demanded the abolition of
the Eidiki Asfaleia, citing its political persecution." To the police,
on the other hand (as to many other observers), the unprec-
edented industrial unrest of 1935-36 must have suggested a
general slide into anarchy which was being exploited by the
communists Such considerations presumably disposed the Choro-
fdaki to support Metaxas's dictatorship. The police officers
must have been anxious, moreover, as were the army officers,
to avoid the reinstatement of cashiered Venizelists, as the price
of the liberals' participation in government. Metaxas provided
a barrier against this danger. Metaxas, for his part, having few
followers among politicians or soldiers, needed police support
in his bid to concentrate political power in himself. Waterlow
cited this as the reason for Metaxas's failure to fulfill a widely-
recognized need to purge the Chorofdaki of its "vicious ele-
ments" after he became dictator." There are no grounds for
thinking that he executed any sort of purge, except that later, in
the interests of efficiency, he retired some officers who had
reached their positions by political influence.'

To coordinate the drive by the police against enemies of
his dictatorship Metaxas promptly created the post of Sub-
Minister of Public Security, to which he appointed one of his
closest colleagues, Constantine Maniadakis. Thereafter the two
jointly controlled the police. Metaxas's role was of course more
distant, except for his dealings with the Director of the Eidiki
Asfaleia, Major-General Antonios Angelatos. Angelatos became
one of his most powerful agents, reporting to him on suspicious

30Birtles, pp. 236, 239.
ma) 371/20389, S. Waterlow to A. Eden, 30 July 1936.
32/bid., -/21147, Annual Report for 1936, p. 100; Daskalakis, I, 76. Un-
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'Acctivotata was supplied by Captain S. Andonakos.
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activities of all prominent figures, including palace officials
and—with the concurrence of the Commander-in-Chief—army
officers." The official raison d'être of the Department of Public
Security was the fight against communism, although it actually
dealt with every type of political opposition. Under its command
came nearly all police services, including those for counter-
espionage and civil defense. The Agrofilakes , however, pre-
sumably because of their political insignificance, remained di-
redly under the Ministry of the Interior.

We can see from the account later written by security of-
ficers that Maniadakis established a close working relationship
with them in the campaign against communism. He especially
enjoyed discussing plans face-to-face with them rather than
on paper. Whereas previous governments had fomented rivalry
between different sections of the police (particularly between
Eidiki and Yeniki Asfaleia), he coordinated their efforts and
gave each its due importance." According to Antoniou—who
was evidently relying on personal information—morale in the
Chorofilaki rose as it became known that political considerations
ceased to be considered in promotions and that merit would
be duly recognized. Police were now saved from the old onus
of conflicting demands from different ministries as well as from
politicians. Antoniou added that relations between officers and
men improved in this period and became less military in
character."

Presumably Maniadakis, like Metaxas, had ulterior motives
for cultivating the goodwill of police officers. But both earned
the admiration of the police for their efficiency and ideals.
They saw the police as a means of reforming public morality
and social values in a manner which the police themselves gen-
erally approved. This helps explain why the police served the
regime with conspicuous enthusiasm and little, if any, dissen-
sion. It is clear from the surviving references that intrigues

33Metaxas Papers (General State Archives, Athens), file 43 (investigation
into the Platis affair), and file 28 (report on S. Gonatas); S. Hourmouzios, No
Ordinary Crown. A Biography of King Paid of the Hellenes (Weidenfield &
\TicoIson, London, 1972), p. 103; 'Eevtick KliptlE., 5 November 1949, p. 4;
0 371/24909/173/4.

34See above, n. 7.
'4Antoniou, III, 1482, 1484, 1487.
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against the regime were very limited among the police. It also
seems significant that the police, unlike the army, escaped in-
filtration by communists."

Metaxas and Maniadakis though energetic in reforming and
strengthening the police, mainly conformed with the intentions
of previous governments. The increase in size of the police
was an example. From mid-1936 to the outbreak of the war
with Italy the actual (as distinct from legally ordained) strength
of the Chorofilaki increased from 12,200 to 14,600 (with the
proportions of different ranks staying much the same), while
the legally ordained strength of the Astinomia, fixed at 4,200
in December 1936, thereafter increased only slightly. In the in-
terests of efficiency, the numerous but poorly paid and ill-
qualified Agrofilakes were reduced, all in continuation of previ-
ous governments' work. 87 Whereas their actual strength in the
early 1930's was estimated at over 16,000, their legally ordained
strength after 1937 was only 10,000. If it be asked why the
Astinomia and Chorofilaki were increased by so little, one answer
is that they were supplemented by a state machine which was ex-
panded and even more centralized than before. The Agrofilakes,
for example, now subject to appointment by nomarchs, became
available for such government work as the campaign of afforesta-
tion; officials of the Agricultural Bank used their financial lever-
age over peasants to organize welcoming crowds for Metaxas; and
the youth organization provided spies for the regime." Another
answer is that the political police were disproportionately
strengthened. The Anti-Communist Squad of the Yeniki Asfaleia
increased from under fifteen to about eighty selected men. It
collaborated under Maniadakis's supervision with the Eidiki
Asfaleia, which had its Anti-Communist Bureau, and formally
extended its responsibilities from Athens to the whole country.

361bid., 1486; Linardatos, 4ri Myoticrcou, pp. 381 -2; 'Eevtithc KlipuE„
11 October 1949, p. 1.

uSee above, n. 11; Kt)pu& ATip.ocriac 'AcycpaXata q, 15 August 1939, P. 1 0 ,
with a note by Mr. Diamandis who found this reference for me; 'Eolornisp(ba
TTIS KuSErwrjaEcoc, Series A, 30 December 1936; 31 December 1937, p. 3358;
4 October 1938, pp. 2346-7; 4 December 1940, p. 3093.

38-flaaapcc Xp&Lc( AtakuespvTloscoc 'I. METoffc (Subministry of Press
& Tourism, Athens, 1940), III, 219; FO 371/23770/148 (R 3993); N. Alivizatos,
Les Institutions Politiques de la Greve a Travers les Crises, 1922 -74 (R. Pichon &
R. Durand-Auzias, Paris, 1979), p. 348.
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Whereas its original strength in 1929 was 190, under Metaxas
it reached 445 officers and NCO's. Thirty political agents and
1,200 privates, a third of whom were equipped with sub-
machine guns and motocycles with sidecars: the latter seemed
imposing at the time and not in the army's possession. The
political forces could call at will on the rest of the police for
such needs as the synchronized mass arrests of communists.
They disposed of abundant means of transport and funds for
these purposes, hired numerous spies and assembled a com-
prehensive archive of communist personnel and activities."

At the outbreak of the war with Italy, the Chorofilaki s
numbers were greatly increased so that they could perform their
varied defense role. The motorcycle unit and newly-established
combat regiment were much expanded. A force of Politikofilaki
(Political Police) was established under the joint control of the
army and Maniadakis for counterespionage and civil defense.
Although little was new in principle about such uses of the
police in wartime, their scale reflected the government's anxiety
over political subversion and infiltration by fifth columnists in
the event of foreign attack."

Although Maniadakis assumed the responsibilities and
resources of a military figure, the army leaders apparently made
no serious objection. Their tolerant attitude can be explained by
the King's backing of the regime and by the common enemies
they faced: Venizelists, communists and potentially hostile for-
eign powers whose agents were increasing throughout the coun-
try. One example of the resulting community of interest between
the Subministry of Public Security and the General Staff was
their cooperation in unearthing communist networks in the
army. The annual influx of national servicemen made this a
long-term task. Another example was their cooperation in exam-
ining in 1940 the German affiliations of a senior officer of
the General Staff, C. Platis. It is true that during the war with
Italy the Commander-in-Chief Alexandros Papagos tried to lessen
Maniadakis's involvement in the promotion of Venizelist of-
ficers who had been readmitted to active service. This dissension

airEevuthc Kfipu&, 20 & 26 November 1949, p. 4; 16 December 1949, p. 1;
17 & 18 March 1950, p. 3; Antoniou, III, 1394-5; FO 371/23769/12 (R 330).

40Daskalakis, I, 67, 78-9, 82-3; Antoniou, III, 1390, 1495; L. Archer,
Balkan Journal (Norton, New York, 1944), p. 189.
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was of secondary importance, however, compared with the in-
terest he shared with Maniadakis in restricting Venizelist in-
fluence in the officer corps."

The improvements in the pay, pensions, equipment and wel-
fare provisions of all sections of the police were, in general,
a larger-scale continuation of the work of recent governments.
Numerous observers attest that there was immense room for
improvement in the early 1930's." The regime was evidently
influenced by its desire to win the police's favor" and to in-
crease their efficiency. With no elections to distract it, this regime
was better qualified than its predecessors to increase expenditure
for ends which were not particularly popular. This was espe-
cially true of the Agrofilakes, where improvement was most
needed and where the local councils had been reluctant to levy
the necessary rates. Metaxas solved part of the problem with
the wholesale abolition of local councils: this was one of his
few radical measures in police administration. The great in-
crease in expenditure on the Agrofilakes' wages and uniforms
was met by government grants and by more efficient collection
of rates. Another old obstacle to agrarian security, the confusion
of relevant laws, was overcome by a major measure of
codification."

Metaxas's and Maniadakis's eagerness to increase the status
and efficiency of the police was shown also by their interest
in the reform of training. Many of the regime's voluminous laws
about the police—some of which were drafted by Maniadakis-
regulated training colleges in establishing prerequisites for entry,

41'Eatitxdc Klipu, 4 November 1949, pp. 1, 3; 5 November 1949, p. 4;
26 November 1949, p. 4; Metaxas Papers, file 43; I. Metaxas T6 ilpootantx6
Tou 1-1i.tEpoX.6yto (ed. P. Vranas, privately published, Athens, 1951-64), vol.
D2, pp. 544-5, 558 (16 December 1940, 12 January 1941).

42R) 371/12926/48; -/19517/12; Antoniou, III, 1360, 1488; 'Eavothc
Kljpuf„ 23 October 1949, p. 1; Chadzispirou, crtoptcr, pp. 194-5.

43One indication is that an important measure to increase the Xcopocoacuclic
pensions and clothing allowances was ratified three days before Metaxas made
himself dictator ('Egyr)vEp(ea Tfic Kti(kpvilaEczc), Series A, 8 August 1936).
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December 1940, pp. 3081-4.
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curricula and conduct of examinations." In accordance with his
belief in the importance of intellectual training, the curriculum
and teaching in the college for Chorofilaki officers were up-
graded to tertiary level and a similar college for Astinomia
officers was begun in 1938." The principles of Marxism-
Leninism and of communist organization formed part of these
colleges' basic curriculum, while some candidates received special
training in anti-communist work. In other respects, too, the
authoritarian and conservative values of the regime were im-
parted to the police. Metaxas, for example, presided over each
graduation ceremony for Chorofilaki officers, addressing grad-
uates on their high role as representatives of the state and on
the evils of the parliamentary system.' In the Chorofilaki' s case,
the regime eventually renewed most of the junior officers,
lowered the retirement age for their seniors by four years, re-
tired the ill-qualified and maintained a steady intake into the
relevant college." This last measure is especially significant
because, from 1926-1935, the college had been closed after a
surplus of officers, appointed through political motivations, had
glutted it."

In many respects, the administration of the police by Metaxas
and Maniadakis was very successful. Reforms were effected
which may be assumed to have improved its efficiency in the
long term: the graduates of the new or improved colleges were,
for example, to lead their organizations in late years. The re-
gime's claims to have reduced considerably many sorts of crime
have been accepted by police historians and were believed by
Waterlow at the time. Some of the problems which were over-
come had for many years baffled previous governments. One
such problem was the prevalence of animal-rustling, which had
persisted because the rustlers often enjoyed support from pol-
iticians. The destruction of communist organization had fol-

45Antoniou, III, 1492; 'Exprivep6a TIN Kuezpvitascac, Series A, 21
February 1938, pp. 415-430; 12 July 1939, pp. 1871-4; 24 May 1940, pp. 1366-8.
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April 1981, p. 181.
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lowed years of strenuous persecution which had failed to pre-
vent the expansion of communist activities. In another sphere,
the police seemed successful in countering German and Italian
espionage. Foreign observers, for example, testify to police ef-
ficiency in catching the many Italian spies who entered northern
Greece in 1939-40.°

For all their successes, however, the new policies made the
police still more unpopular and repressive. Thus, the regime's
purposes were defeated in serious ways. The Chorofilaki, for
example, because of their unpopularity in Crete, were unable
to catch the leaders of the defeated rising of 1938. One unit
attempting to do so was overwhelmed and disarmed by villagers.'
Another example was police harassment of the Slavophones in
Macedonia, who, sympathetic to Bulgaria, seemed to pose a
security threat. A typically heavy-handed reaction of the author-
ities was to penalize these people for speaking Slav Macedonian
in public.52 In the country as a whole, the old alienation between
police and mountain villagers worsened. A British visitor in
Arcadia in 1939, for example, found himself "invaded" by
complaints directed "mainly against overtaxation by an overly
centralized administration, which allowed no place for the rep-
resentation of local opinion and regarded any attempt at the
expression of a local grievance with suspicion." Besides these
grievances was a draconian ban on goats in many mountain
regions. 53 As the coercive agents of the regime, the Chorofilaki
must have been the target of much of this discontent.

Most damaging of all was the political persecution by the
police, which was so extensive and harsh that it destroyed the
moral influence of the regime and strengthened that of its
opponents. Reports of the torture of arrested suspects Circulated
widely from the early days of the dictatorship. In many cases

50Antoniou, III, 1482; J. 0. Iatrides (ed.), Ambassador MacVeagh Reports:
Greece 1933-47 (Princeton University Press, Princeton, N.J., 1980), p. 278;
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such reports were clearly well-founded." There are also many
reliable reports of people being penalized for trivialities: one
man was reprimanded by a nomarch and threatened with further
punishment for failing to comply with a police order to display
the flag on 4 August; a manufacturer was deported for refusing
to make an exorbitant contribution to the youth movement; a
newspaper was suspended for failing to show enough enthusiasm
for the government; individuals were arrested merely for help-
ing the hungry dependents of deportees; people were rounded
up who, on the private admission of the police officer respon-
sible, were sure to be released again for lack of evidence. Noting
that those persecuted in the last case were of diverse social
backgrounds and political views, the British Consul-General in
Salonica concluded that the authorities were on the verge of
creating the anti-dictatorial front with the communists whom
they claimed to be combating." Many people harassed on sus-
picion of communism were likely to have become more sym-
pathetic to it as a result: the journalist Bert Birtles, before the
dictatorship, interviewed people who claimed to have been con-
verted to communism by police maltreatment. This movement
was likely to have been especially common in Macedonia and
Thrace, where large-scale arrests continued for much of the
life of the dictatorship and were often accompanied by con-
spicuous brutality." Much of the blame for the indiscriminate
use of the communist label attaches to Maniadakis and Metaxas
themselves, who had an interest in exaggerating the "red
menace." They had no justification for doing so, because the
skills needed to assess its true extent were quickly acquired by
the forces under Maniadakis's supervision.

After the German invasion it was not difficult for EAM to
exploit the grievances thus created." Thus, Metaxas's direction
of the police contributed to the polarization of opinion in the
country in the 1940's.
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Those concerned with the Modern Greek language are fortunate to
have Andre Mirambel's masterful La Langue grecque madame: description
et analyse (Paris: Klincksieck, 1959). Much of what Mirambel was
writing a quarter of a century ago is still valid and will probably re-
main so for a long time. But languages change, if not always in
dramatic ways, then certainly in subtle ones. So too do the attitudes of
a linguistic community toward linguistic forms. For instance, today's
young middle-class Athenians typically react differently to a genitive
singular like tijc c3cvaucir1c "analysis" than their counterparts in the
1950's did. In the fifties, many still regarded rlic iivauaric as too
defiantly demoticistic to use in ordinary everyday discourse and would
have opted instead for the rival form Trig divca.Ocracoc. This is no longer
true: by now tfg ckv6Xucrric is so common, at least among younger
speakers, as not to raise many eyebrows. In general, since the appearance
of Mirambel's book, there have been enough changes both in the Greek
language itself and in the linguistic attitudes of its speakers (one cannot
always tell the two apart) for a new book of comparable scope to
be needed.

Peter Mackridge has written such a book. What makes his book so
useful is not only that it is written, like Mirambel's, in a language with
world-wide currency, but also that, again like Mirambel, its author ap-
proaches Greek with an objectivity and a freshness that may be easier
to find among foreign students of the language than among native
Greek ones. Despite their massive overlap, the two books are far from
coterminous. Together they make up a formidable tool for the
Neohellenist.

At the beginning, we are told that "This book is an attempt to
present a fairly comprehensive account of the structure and usage of
Standard Modern Greek (SMG), which is defined as the language
ordinarily spoken and written at the present day by moderately educated
people in the large urban centres of Greece" (p. vi). The next sentence
finds me in agreement, as I hope it does all but the most gloomy ob-
servers of the language: "Today, despite the view frequently expressed
by Greeks that the Modern Greek language is in a state of chaos, there
is nevertheless a broad consensus about the general principles (and
about most of the details) of the language" (p. vi).

107
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The book consists of a Preface, a most helpful Introduction, with
sections labelled "The Speakers of Greek; The Development of the
Greek Language; The Standard Language and the Dialects; The Greek
Language Question; Standard Modern Greek," and eleven chapters:
1 The Sounds and Orthography of Modern Greek; 2 Gender, Case,
Number, and Person; 3 Voice, Aspect, and Tense; 4 Noun Morphology;
5 Verb Morphology; 6 The Noun Phrase, Prepositions, and Pronouns;
7 The Clause: Word Order; Coordination; Negation; 8 Subordinating
Conjunctions Introducing Indicative Clauses; 9 Mood: Subjunctive
Clauses; 10 Vocabulary; 11 Style and Idiom. In addition, there is a list
of References and Abbreviations, a Bibliography, an Index of Greek
Words, a General Index, and two Appendixes (I Tables of Inflection, II
The Monotonic System). The author uses a simplified version of the
polytonic system (no grave accent [(3apda] and no iota subscript).

The General Index is very comprehensive for grammatical terms and
discussions, 'but is almost entirely without sociolinguistic ones. This is a
pity, since Mackridge's sociolinguistic observations, interspersed through-
out the book, are usually penetrating and would be well worth retrieving.

Mackridge gives the term subjunctive a perfectly reasonable defini-
tion, based on syntactic rather than morphological criteria: "The only
formal difference between the indicative and the subjunctive modalities
in MG is that the former excludes the use of the perfective non-past
[e.g., btapacka 'I read' vs. the imperfective non-past Stapes c. 'I read,'
KK) [...] while the latter does not; and, syntactically, the subjunctive
is always preceded by a subjunctive marker " (p. 104). Well, almost
always, since, as Mackridge knows (cf. p. 275), we do have an elliptical
construction (derived from the omission of SITE • . . EITE "whether .. .
or") which does not involve any subjunctive marker such as va, 86,
dc,	 &ray, dapoia, &too, 8TCOTE, etc.: e.g., EpOE.t. Bev EpOst, EW:c
Kbpop) aOpto "whether (s)he comes or not we shall go [on an]

excursion tomorrow"—this example is taken from Mackridge (p. 275),
who, however, does not mention that this is an elliptical variant of SITE
Eped CITE Sit/ Ep0d. O& TraplE	 aCipto (same meaning).

Mackridge's command of Greek is impressive—so much so, that
one is tempted to regard the occasional mistakes in Greek forms as
typos: e.g., clAELictpauvoc for correct aXELKgpocuvo(v) "lightning-
conductor, lightning road" (p. 312), and aOpauXoc nOxpoug-dcepac
for TrOpauXoc Odapoug-c!1poc (or tbacpouc-clepa) "ground-to-air
missile" (p. 330). Sometimes the mistakes (or typos?) are in forms
from other languages: e.g., Italian capello for correct cappella "hat"
(p. 41; capello means "hair" in Italian), French permanante for correct
permanente "perm" (p. 315) and haschische for ha(s)chi(s)ch (all four
variants without a final e) "hashish" (p. 318), Dutch Die continuitet
for De continuiteit "the continuity" (p. 377). Most of the typos I
spotted are self-correcting (e.g., xripoivonotd for xpricrtvoTroid: "it
uses" (p. 368)); these include several instances where a Greek accent
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mark has been left out (e.g., 6 &nog for 6 a6T6c "the same" (p. 157).
The book is surprisingly free of linguistic jargon. Mackridge defines

or explains potentially obscure terms: perhaps to be on the safe side,
he defines even some terms that are probably familiar to his intended
readers (e.g., oxytone, paroxytone, and proparoxytone (p. 136)). On at
least one occasion I disagree with his terminology, as when he refers
to Greek palatal stops and fricatives as "palatalized velars" (pp. 6 and
20). Thus the initial [c) of Kai, "and," is a palatal stop: its primary
articulation is palatal, i.e., the middle of the tongue touches the hard
palate. If [c] were a palatalized velar, then its primary articulation
would be velar, i.e., the back of the tongue would touch the soft palate
(velum) (like the [k] of Km<6c "bad"); but in addition there would
be a subsidiary (secondary) movement of the tongue towards the high
front (palatal) region of the mouth (i.e., approximately the region of
the vowel [i), as in fi "or"). It is precisely this secondary articulation
(palatalization) that the -ized in palatalized refers to.

Mackridge writes clearly, even elegantly. Seldom did I have to
read a sentence twice to understand it. An exception was this sentence,
which can only be defended on the grounds that "it says it all":

As far as verbal syntax is concerned, temporal conjunctions may
be divided into those (Trpiv and Trpoto3) which are followed
only by the perfective non-past, and those (the rest) which are
followed by a past tense if reference is to past time, a per-
fective (or perfect) non-past with or without % if the reference
is to future time, and either an imperfective non-past or a
perfective (or perfect) non-past if the reference is to the present
or is general, according to whether or not there is temporal
coincidence. (p. 304)

Mercifully, the sentence immediately following summarizes what on
earth is going on.

Mackridge is usually exhaustive. Good illustrations of his serious
claim to completeness are his discussion of gender and human sex
(pp. 42-52), and his treatment of the ubiquitous word Trot) (ap-
proximately "that") (pp. 248-258). Here as almost everywhere else, he
accompanies his discussion with examples, many of them gems like
Troths Etym. KaX6 xoperol; "who's (masc.) [a) good girl (neuter) ?",
said to a little girl as a sign of endearment (p. 44). He observes, cor-
rectly, that "usually, pronominal gender in MG is syntactically, not
semantically based" (p. 49). He bases this observation on sentences like

Xpficrroc ybiETai vtdc Trpoocamx6TriTcc Trot) 0aEr vdc crrad ova
Tr65icc -Eng "Christos [name of a child) [masc., KK) is becoming a
personality [fern. KK) who wants to stand on [his) [literally 'her,' to
agree with the feminine noun TrpoccaTux&rwra 'personality,' KK) own
feet" (p. 49). He adds: "It is perhaps because Greeks do not expect
a strict correlation between gender and sex that the burgeoning women's
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movement seems to me making little or no effort to alter the language,
unlike its counterparts in English-speaking countries" (p. 49). Greek
women have sometimes expressed to me their irritation at the Greek
surname system, which requires a woman's surname to be identical (or
nearly identical) to the genitive of her father's or husband's surname,
"as if we were their property." But that irritation was also accompanied
by helplessness, since there is no immediately apparent way of cir-
cumventing that problem without doing violence to the language. The
Greek-language sections of some Greek-American publications at times
transcribe the surnames of Greek(-American) women without regard
to the current pattern, and print, for instance, fi BEaTroivIc Mccvidcrric
"Miss Maniatis " (with the surname in the nominative of its masculine
counterpart, just as in 6 x.Opupc Mccviaccric "Mr. Maniatis") instead
of the expected fi bEarEoLvic Maviem—but that grates.

Mackridge discusses 'nob under three headings: (i) as a relative
pronoun (e.g., o 6c1/813GYROC T[00 yjp8E etvoct 6 °dog 'Lou "the man
who came is my uncle," where the antecedent of nob is the noun-phrase
o ifivepurtoc "the man"); (ii) as a pseudo-relative, i.e., when its
antecedent is not a noun or pronoun (e.g., Tc.bpa 7co6 TeXaCcoaEc
Sicapiptl aou aou, TI Odc Kikvac ; "now that you've finished your thesis,
what are you going to do?", where the antecedent of 'Trot) is the adverb
ra pa "now"); and (iii) as a non-relative conjunction (e.g., XtrriEicii.ai
'mob	 cia et5ct "I'm sorry I didn't see you"). Both the discussion and
the examples are excellent.

A careful reader of this book with native(-like) competence in
Modern Greek will probably have, as I did, many reservations and
disagreements—I have only mentioned a few in this review. This is
perhaps inevitable in so ambitious a work; besides, my own objections all
concern matters of detail. My overall impression remains very favorable:
this is a solid, sober, non-dogmatic, and readable book that should serve
us well for many years.

— Kostar Kazazis

* * *
BRIGADIER E. C. W. MYERS, CBA, DSO, Greek Entanglement (revised

second edition: Alan Sutton Publishing, Ltd., Gloucester, 1985).

When the first edition of this book, published by Rupert Hart-
Davis, appeared in 1955, it was extensively reviewed. But the second
edition is worth examining also, since it contains much new material
which the author, who was still a serving officer in 1955, felt unable
to include in the original version.

Myers' record of his wartime Greek experience as first head of the
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British Military Mission is known to all students and historians of recent
Greek history: it has been published in Greek under the title, TUT,-

I1Ep11tXox.11. But the revised edition, vital to an assessment of
British policy and of the author's role in Greece, seems to have gone
unnoticed: book notices of it are nowhere to be found. Yet it is inter-
esting to note that 1985 saw the reissue of the two most important
books by British propagandists: Myers' Greek Entanglement and C. M.
Woodhouse's Apple of Discord. 1

But in no way was Myers a proponent of EAM. As a professional
tempts to persuade Churchill and the Foreign Office to convince the
Greek people that Britain would not enforce the return of the un-
popular monarch. After the failure of the Cairo Delegation in August
1943 and Churchill's Quebec declaration that he favored the king's
return, Myers made his final effort to dissuade his superiors. Subsequently,
Myers was not allowed to return to Greece to resume his post, and he
found his entire military career blocked. Early in 1944 GHMQE wanted
to bring an end to the armed conflict between ELAS and EDES, and
SOE advocated the return of Myers. But Churchill and the Foreign
Office vetoed the proposal. 2 Myers' fate provides a striking illustration
of the conflict between Churchill's and the Foreign Office's long-range
interests in Britain's post-war strategy, on the one hand, and the
GHQ's more immediate concern to defeat the Axis powers, on the other.

Myers was free to speak out only in the 1970's, after British of-
ficial documents became publicly accessible under the Thirty Year Rule.
In July 1973 he spoke at a conference on British policy toward the
wartime resistance in Yugoslavia and Greece. 3 He voiced his views a
second time, and with considerable passion, in an October 1984 BBC
film on the SOE in Greece. His remarks in this program are said to
have infuriated no few retired Foreign Office bureaucrats.

But in no way was Myers a proponent of EAM. As a professional
British officer, he could hardly be so. But historical circumstances in
Greece had created a body of professional officers who were committed
republicans with liberal, and at times even radical, views. After such
individuals were purged from the armed forces in 1935, ELAS of-
fered them a home of sorts. But no professional British officer—and cer-
tainly no BLO—with the conservatism which is inherent in the British
military and class system, could fully accept this allegiance. The texts
of their reports show only too clearly the subterfuges in which they
engaged in order to justify their feelings and actions.4 In light of all

1Woodhouse's Apple of Discord was reprinted by W. B. O'Neill, Reston,
Virginia, 1985.

2David Stafford, Britain and European Resistance 1940-1945: A Survey of
the Special Operations Executive, with Documents (Macmillan 1980), 163.

3Phyllis Auty and Richard Clogg, eds., British Policy Towards Wartime
Resistance in Yugoslavia and Greece (Macmillan 1975), 147-66.

4Lars Baerentzen, "British Reports on Greece 1943-1944," in Documents on
Modern Greek History (Museum Tusculanum, Copenhagen 1982).
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this, Myers' firm stance on the constitutional issue and his readiness to
resist authority and even jeopardize his career are all the more ad-
mirable. Indeed, the case can be made that, if Myers' advice had been
heeded, the subsequent disasters could have been avoided. And Myers
was not alone in suffering for his political philosophy: Sir Sidney
Waterlow, who counselled a reserved attitude during the Metaxas re-
gime, was made to take early retirement; and the Consul-General of
Athens, E. G. Sebastian, was "moved on" when he pressed his own
suggestions.

With the new information contained in the 1985 edition, it is
clear that this volume must supplant the 1955 original as Myers' defini-
tive study of the period. The new edition also makes it dear that we
must re-assess Myers' role in the Greek Left, since his contribution dif-
fered significantly from that of most other BLO's.

Greek public opinion has long been misled by the irresponsible for-
gery of the so-called "Eddie Document," to which some early Greek
historians of the wartime resistance lent a certain amount of credence.
From them, the document found its way into foreign publications, in-
cluding a 1964 (East) German edition of Sarafis's ELAS. Sarafis him-
self asserted in the 1950's "Though others might have written thus, it
was not in character for Brigadier Eddie." Myers was afforded the op-
portunity to refute the forgery in the appendix to Sarafis's Greece:
From Resistance to Civil War, 5 and the record now stands corrected. It
is high time to recognize that Myers' courageous support of the con-
stitutional issue stands as one of the strongest arguments for the case.
In the words of one soldier to another: "In our opinion, Eddie has
been replaced because he showed himself sincere and objective and
was thought to be friendly to EAM (though in fact he was not). As
a regular army officer, he saw and reported the true situation, and he
wanted it to be seen that he was acting impartially between the
organizations."

— Marion Sarafis

5M. Sarafis, ed., Greece: From Resistance to Civil War (Nottingham 1980),
134-36.

6Stefanos Sarafis, ELAS: Greek Resistance Army (Merlin 1980), 187.
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etyyAo-cw.eptxxxv 7COAVCC%')
%Ca Tó EXAVC%6 p66Xvia:
1945-1949 [Anglo-American
Policy and the Greek Problem:
1945-1949) by B. KONDIS

(Thessaloniki: It cpcmirtirlic,
1984). 495 pp.

Conflicts, especially civil wars,
are first recorded by their victors.
As time passes and passions begin
to subside, the victors' version (the
so-called orthodox view) begins to
be questioned by revisionist his-
torians. The latter have a tendency
to reflect the neglected orientation
of the vanquished. Both orthodox
and revisionist interpretations tend
to view conflicts in black and white
terms. They divide the protagonists
into "heroes" and "villains," "ag-
gressors" and "defenders," "ex-
ploiters" and "exploited." After
some decades elapse, with the open-
ing of archives, the production of
memoirs, monographs and other
relevant evidence, a third wave of
historians appears. We can call them
eclectics, neo-revisionists or, more
simply, detached historians. They
maintain equal distance from vic-
tors and vanquished and view the
conflict in shades of gray rather
than in black and white.

The Greek civil war has been
no exception to this rule. The first
accounts which emerged in the
1950s and 1960s placed exclusive
blame for the Greek civil war on
the communist side. The root of
the trouble could be found, accord-
ing to the orthodox interpretation,
in the KKE's carefully calculated
grab for power which was backed
by Moscow's relentless decision to
bring about world communist dom-
ination. Then, mostly after 1974,

we witnessed the explosion of the
revisionist interpretation. Unlike its
orthodox predecessor, the revision-
ist interpretation has tended to con-
demn the Greek nationalists and
their Anglo-American protectors
for the tragic conflict. Greece was
seen as the helpless victim of forces
seeking to secure a periphery-cap-
italist status for the country and
to emasculate genuine socialist
revolutionary forces.

In the late 1970s and early 1980s
we see emerging, especially outside
Greece, a small but growing gen-
eration of neorevisionists. Led by
scholars such as John 0. Iatrides,
they are treating the tragic Greek
decade of the 1940s by employing
a complex and comprehensive per-
spective. For them, reality is a pro-
duct of a multiplicity of factors
functioning at the local, regional
and global levels, a fact which
makes it especially hard to identify
"devils" and "angels." Rather, the
players are seen trapped by forces
beyond their control as they pur-
sue their interests on a vital geo-
strategic stage. The players—poli-
ticians, diplomats, and soldiers—are
scrutinized with special emphasis
on what they do rather than what
they say.

Vassilis Kondis's book is indeed
a pioneer of the neorevisionist var-
riety written in the Greek language.
It is an excellent book and a major
contribution to the scholarly analy-
sis of the civil war period. Kondis's
meticulous research is based pri-
marily on archival material of the
British Foreign Office and of the
war office of the State Department.
In addition, the author has con-
sulted the papers of the Tsouderos
archives as well as documents
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housed in the historical archives
of the Greek General Staff. More-
over, he has used the papers of
Harry S. Truman and some of his
close associates. Unfortunately, the
archives of the Greek Foreign
Ministry still remain closed due to
the "fifty-year rule" employed by
Greece. It will be interesting to see,
when these archives are finally
made available to scholars, in about
ten years from now, whether new
fuel will be added to fueling the
engines of neorevisionist histor-
ians.

In eight chapters arranged in
chronological sequence, Kondis suc-
cinctly analyzes British and Amer-
ican postwar policies toward Greece.
This wide focus allows him also
to review the policies and practices
of the Athens government and its
communist opponents against a
backdrop of developments in Yugo-
slavia, elsewhere in the Balkans,
and in the Soviet Union. The au-
thor presents the stated motives of
each of the protagonists, free of
ideological and emotional preoccu-
pation, assuming in every case that
they were acting to maximize their
interests regardless of the brand of
rhetoric and rationalization which
they employed.

Great Britain is the dominant
actor in the Greek setting in the
1945-46 period. It is portrayed
as acting in a fashion designed to
maximize British strategic interests
in the Mediterranean region. Trans-
lated into specific policies, this
called for the return of King George
II to Greece, and, the checkmating
of the all-powerful communist
movement that in 1944 enjoyed
control of most of the Greek coun-
tryside. In return for securing an

unencumbered hand in Greece, the
British had to temper their re-
sponses to Soviet interference in
Rumania, Bulgaria and other parts
of Eastern Europe. Churchill wanted
at all costs to avoid a confrontation
with Stalin in which the latter
would contrast with indignation his
own non-interference in Greece in
1944 with any potential British in-
terference, say, in Rumania.

The United States, the successor
power to Britain in the Mediter-
ranean, took the back seat in Greece
and Turkey in the 1945-46 period.
Deferring to British choices in every
turn, it would occasionally and
mildly rebuke, or distance itself
from British maneuvers as in the
case of the handling of the battle
of Athens in December 1944. This
situation drastically changed fol-
lowing Britain's power decline and
its precipitate decision to pull out
of active regulation of the Greek-
Turkish region.

The United States moved fast to
fill the power vacuum early in 1947,
through the declaration of the Tru-
man Doctrine, in order to prevent
a victory of the communist side
which would have turned Greece
into a People's Republic, would
have outflanked Turkey, and would
have opened up the floodgates of
Soviet expansionism. The price of
American interference in Greece,
Kondis's book clearly demonstrates,
was the Americans, through the
administration of massive military
and economic aid programs, virtu-
ally assumed control of day-to-day
management of the Greek economy
and polity.

Soviet policies, too, are portrayed
as being interest-motivated despite
the great ideological distance separ-
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ating the Soviet Union from the
Anglo-Americans. The book care-
fully documents how the Soviets fol-
lowed an "opportunistic" foreign
policy in December 1944 during
the Battle of Athens. By not sub-
stantively supporting, not even ver-
bally, the Greek communist bid for
power, the Soviets stood to gain in
either eventuality. If the Greek
communists won, one more friendly
regime would have appeared in the
Balkans. If the British won, then
the Soviets could point out to the
British how scrupulously they had
respected the October 1944 Moscow
understanding regarding spheres
and percentages of influence. Fur-
ther, the Soviets could justify the
use of active measures in. Hungary,
Rumania and Bulgaria by reminding
the British of their own manipula-
tions in Greece. For the Soviets,
the civil war had never been linked
to an ironclad "commitment." On
the contrary, by late 1948, given the
Soviet fears of a scenario that could
lead to the extension of an Ameri-
can presence in Albania ,and fol-
lowing Marshal Tito's policies of
regional aggrandizement in the
Balkans, the Soviets advised the
Greek communists to cut their
losses and to suspend the struggle.

The book focuses also on a prag-
matic evaluation of the two imme-
diate protagonists of the Greek
civil conflict, the Nationalists and
the Communists. Kondis dearly
adopts a neorevisionist stance by
demolishing the twin myths (born
of orthodox and revisionist parents
respectively) which presented the
Athens government, on one hand,
as a pliable sub-imperialist puppet
of the Anglo-Americans, and the
Greek communists, on the other

hand, as willing instruments of
Moscow's aggression. Our author
convincingly demonstrates that both
sides to the tragic quarrel had plans
and objectives which first and fore-
most involved the attainment and
maintenance of internal political
power.

The Athens government solicited
British, and later American, sup-
port for it, realizing that without it
the civil war would be lost. In or-
der to secure British support, how-
ever, it had to downplay or post-
pone Greek national claims in
British-ruled Cyprus. It pressed vig-
orously, however, claims against
Albania and Bulgaria and called
for the cession of the Dodecanese
islands from Italy to Greece.

On their part, the communists,
who badly needed to secure privi-
leged sanctuaries in Balkan state
territories so as to carry out their
hit and run guerrilla operations,
emphasized national claims against
the British in Cyprus and against
the Italians in the Dodecanese while
keeping a very low profile on claims
against Bulgaria and Albania. Ulti-
mately Greece only succeeded in
regaining the Dodecanese from war-
defeated Italy, the one national
daim in which both sides to the
Greek civil war were solidly united.

The more one reads books of the
Kondis variety, the more he or
she realizes that the puzzle was in-
deed complicated, that opportunities
for mixed signals and miscalcula-
tions were plentiful, and that we
should not be too harsh in judging
the behavior of our fathers and
grandfathers. Books such as Kon-
dis's will greatly contribute to de-
polarizing attitudes about the Greek
civil war and help heal a major
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social and political wound.
In closing, we should keep in

mind that "good history" should
not necessarily conclude that both
sides to every conflict should share
the blame equally. Not all conflicts
are products of mutual mispercep-
tions, accidental forces and other
such variables. Invariably there
have been wars involving pure
heroes and pure villians. But good

history calls for the identification
of wise leaders as well as fools
who unfortunately abound on both
sides. Ultimately, good history calls
for reaching one's conclusions after
rather than before the collection of
the relevant evidence. Kondis, in
my view, has accomplished that
task quite well.

—Theodore A. Coadournbis

* * *
`H ZootaXtoma) 'Epyanxii '0-

troaTrov Ca	 eEcsaca.ovIKTIc
(4)EvrEpoco-1.6v), Kat	 Zoom-
Xtcrrudi NEoXaCa [The Socialist
Workers' Federation of Thes-
saloniki and the Socialist Youth]
by ANTON'S LIAKOS. Thessalo-
niki: Paratiritis Publishers, 1985.
164 pp.

Labor history is a neglected
area in Greek historiography. De-
spite the post-1974 boom in his-
tory writing which has sailed in-
to such uncharted waters as eco-
nomic, social and cultural his-
tory, the working class has been
generally ignored. This neglect is
no simple oversight: a considera-
ble number of historians are con-
vinced that Greece's tiny working
class is a secondary subject. The
rare appearance of a book on the
history of the Greek labor move-
ment is, therefore, welcome to
those interested in the history of
Greece's working class. This is cer-
tainly true in the case of the
modest but important book by

Antonis Liakos, a former student
activist against the colonels' dic-
tatorship and presently a lecturer at
the University of Thessaloniki.

The subject of the book is a
labor union organization founded
in Thessaloniki in 1908 which was
ultimately subsumed under the
Socialist Workers Party and, in
1918, under the Communist Party
of Greece. One of the most im-
portant labor organizations of its
time, the Federation may be con-
sidered the Balkan equivalent of
the Russian Band: like the Band,
the Federation was dominated by
Jewish socialists. While the Band's
non-assimilationist line created con-
flict with Lenin and the Bolsheviks,
the Federation accepted, albeit
belatedly, Thessaloniki's status as
a Greek city after 1912 and was
absorbed into the Greek socialist
movement. The few historians of
the Federation, among them the
well-known French labor historian
Georges Haupt and Paul Dumont,
have focused on the Federation's
Ottoman period, which ended in
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1912. Liakos makes a plea for a
unified approach to the organiza-
tion's history which moves away
from ethnic factors and focuses
more sharply on its class charac-
ter. In this respect his work is in
line with two earlier excellent
studies on aspects of the Federa-
tion's history by Greek historians
George B. Leontaritis and Kostis
Moskoff.

Liakos's book is divided into
four parts. The first presents the
historical background of the or-
ganization's formation, the second
its youth section, and the third the
texts—published here for the first
time—of the constitutions of the
organization prtoper and of the
youth section. The fourth part con-
tains two important documents:
the Federation's report on the pe-
riod July 1909-1910, which was
sent to the European Socialist In-
ternational and provides a unique
insight in the workings of the or-
ganization; and an equally inter-
esting memorandum from the or-
ganization concerning the cigarette
workers' strike in Thessaloniki and
Kavala in 1914. This latter docu-
ment is one of the earliest militant
manifestations of the Greek labor
movement.

Two important themes arise
from this book which are related
to the author's view that the his-
tory of the Federation before and
after 1912 (its "Ottoman" and
"Greek" periods) should be studied
as a whole. The first is connected
with a permanent problem for the
Federation: the mixed nationality
of its worker membership and the
strains on the organization during
the intense nationalist conflict
which swept through the Balkans
in this century's first two decades.

Until now, it was thought that the
organization responded to those
strains by abolishing its federated
ethnic structure and dealing with
nationalist rivalries in an admin-
istrative way. Although the ethnic
federation was a sound idea be-
fore the Balkan wars, it was felt
after the outbreak of nationalist
hostilities that the continuation of
such a structure was inappropriate
for committed socialists.

The constitution unearthed by
Liakos indicates, however, that the
old structure continued even after
the Balkan wars. The memorandum
on the cigarette strike shows, more-
over, that the leaders of the Fed-
eration were vindicated in their
decision. When that strike en-
countered difficulties through the
intransigence of the factory owners,
the first rifts among the strikers
followed ethnic lines: Jewish
clashed with Muslim workers, and
Greeks clashed with Jews. The
"problem" was that the Jews were
the most radical, the Muslims the
most conservative, and the Greeks
somewhere in the middle. And the
Greek police interpreted unionist
militancy by non-Greek workers
as evidence, of course, of a brew-
ing "anti-Greek" plot.

After the disputed areas were
divided by the rival Balkan states,
the local inhabitants did not auto-
matically revert to the nation in
which they had been incorporated.
Writing on the pre-1908 situa-
tion (the year of the Young Turk
revolt), Paul Dumont has claimed
that the Ottoman working class,
with its ethnic fragmentations can-
not be considered as a conscious
ideological force. But when can
it? Liakos demonstrates that 1914
is too early for us to dismiss ethnic
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conflicts in Greek lands. The same
presumably applies across Greece's
borders.

Yet this did not preclude mani-
festations of radicalism. Though
ultimately defeated, the strike de-
scribed in the Federation memoran-
dum is impressive by the stand-
ards of its period. It demonstrates
that a "conscious ideological force"
can express itself, fully or partially,
even while ethnic or nationalist sep-
arate identities linger. Perhaps it
is time to reconsider the "either/
or" formula with which nationalism
and class are burdened by many
observers. The evidence from Thes-
saloniki certainly points in this
direction.

Such a tentative hypothesis is
supported by the second theme of
Liakos's book which, though fa-
miliar to North American and
Western European labor historians,
marks a novel departure in Greek
labor historiography. This theme
examines the early manifestations
of a working class consciousness in
the less political and more cultural
activities of the Federation, espe-
cially its youth section. Until now,
strike activity and the organiza-
tion's propaganda have been the
focus of the search for evidence
of a budding proletarian ethos.
But Liakos examines the more mun-
dane affairs of daily life and does
so profitably. He writes: "The
foundation of the socialist youth

organization in 1910 and the for-
mation of the labor club, the book-
store, lending libraries, the con-
sumer cooperative and the bakery
collective (after the great fire of
1917), as well as the formation of
a committee on epidemics and ini-
tiatives to deal with the cholera
outbreak in 1911, all constitute a
framework of interrelated activi-
ties. At the very time when the
working class was formulating its
own unique behavior patterns by
moving from guild practices to-
ward labor union practices and en-
tering the sphere of political ac-
tivity, the activities mentioned
above take on a distinct symbolism
and importance" (pp. 33-34).

Existing below the surface level
of outbreaks of militant political
activity, therefore, is a quiet but
steady beginning of uniquely
working class social and cultural
activities which are actually less
prone to nationalist antagonisms
than are overt political actions. As
the author implies, this activity
proved effective in crystallizing a
new working class consciousness
which outlived the Federation itself.

Antonis Liakos's broader con-
tribution, therefore, is to alert us
to the fact that even when faced
with an ethnically fragmented work-
ing class in a hostile environment,
we still have room to measure its
subterranean rumblings.

— Alexandros Kitroeff

* *
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'Av8oXoyloc EtiyxpowiC KultPtawN
'EnqthAsta: Aa6xto

Zasoacpou xal Aouxac
Elaccroyil: Athztog Zacintptoo
[Anthology of Contemporary
Cypriot Poetry, edited by
Leukios Zafeiriou and Loukas
Axelos, Introduction by Leukios
Zafeiriou]. Athens: 'Ex6Oustq
Dcoxparc*, 1985. 126 pp.

The nature and usefulness of
anthologies is a controversial is-
sue, but their role in institutionaliz-
ing verse-writers as "poets" in the
mind of the public has never been
questioned. In the past few years,
a number of anthologies dedicat-
ed to a single generation of poets,
the poets of the seventies, have
appeared, 1 offering a new perspec-
tive on the problems that arise from
classifying poets into generations,2

and, in the absence of the filter
of temporal distance, giving rise
to questions as to the criteria used
for the inclusion and sanctioning
of verse writers in the select circle
of poets. In addition, it remains

an open question whether defining
certain characteristics as typical of
a generation while it is still de-
veloping does not have a pre-
scriptive influence on those poets
of this generation who appear or
continue to write after the anthol-
ogy's publication.8 Despite these
problems, however, anthologies are
always useful in making known the
work of poets whose poems are
scattered in slim, private editions
that are difficult to come by and
are read only by a limited circle of
friends. Moreover, insofar as
they present poetry that has been
produced in a single decade, they
give a rudimentary idea, from a
sociological point of view, of the
concerns of the poets of a certain
period and at a certain period, and
of the poetic techniques they are
trying their pens at.

The fact that the publication of
Zafeiriou's and Axelos's Anthology
of Contemporary Cypriot Poetry
conforms with this recent trend
does not detract from the sig-
nificance of its contribution. Not

revti Ton '70, Eloccytorii-clOoX6ricsi r. A. fiavayttirrou, licaxpoc,
'AOtoot, 1979, aa. 288; Nadycapri 'EXX.rivott HoElen 1965-1980, Eloccycorh-
esvOolhylal A. Zlipcsc, rpcupt, 'Aefivcc, 1979, ca. 198' Is/Ins; de %A Nstinspl
Rohm] (1960-1970), 'AveoaOrncn Aswan PcmyrOzoaou, Expoocasc, 'AEltvcc,
1971, X. 192"H Kim revti, storm-mil avearry(cc 56-70, It pccvos K. iltnexcc-
-cd)poc, 'AXixog E. 4)X(opixiN, Kinpog, 'AO"hves, 1971, cal. 198' Komstxt 'Avn-
avOoaoyta, Arlivirrprig Pccu'reacouXoc, 'AO1va, 1971, caX. 200. There are also a
number of group-editions such as the two volumes Kccr&Ososi '73, Kreciescsi '74,
and the various volumes liohcil '75, Hot '76, Ilotlasi '77, Ilo(lcsi '78,
Rohm] '79, Hanel '80, Halal '81.

20n the "logic" behind classifying poets into generations see A. 'Apyopiou,
`H `EXXvinci lIoinan, Naco'reptxot lim* Ton Mactonaition, ZOssoki 'AEltvcc,
1979, orX. 13-14.

3Nora Anagnostaki, on the other hand, believes that "...xiOe vsdercarcl yAcbcacc
vop4to szt(); Ixat Enccatapo dvbccscpipov ycovri Ixst. 4 clpxtg aoyxmcpwisivec Ti
scOnsvctxi yvcop(cpccra, vns, spiv voneutonv clz6 Xoyilc netoccovok 't Cto Ton
scvellturrog." (N6pcc 'Avorowatistm TO crroLxsto 't ori ,cyczc 5cai Ton xtonitop act

vs(1)1sPil IzoLITtocil ?ma,	 Kpvcerfi	 licotolcipag [1970-19751), Kinpoc,
'Aflyric, 1977, ca.. 41 (lecture given on the 9th May 1973, in Thessaloniki).
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only does it serve as a useful guide
to the younger generation of Cyp-
riot poets and to contemporary
Cypriot literary concerns, but it
also makes the contemporary Cyp-
riot literary presence felt amid
all this proliferation of anthol-
ogies of contemporary Greek
poetry. It also makes it possible
to compare and evaluate recent
Cypriot literary production within
the wider context of recent Greek
poetry, something that has not been
at all easy in the past, as Cypriot
poetry has remained on the whole
unknown outside the island. The
absence of Cypriot poets other
than Montis from Argyriou's com-
prehensive anthology 'EXXv txt
IIollsti (in the vols. Nettneposof
TIonTskzoo Meaancaittott and
IIpthtri MetoutoXstmtil rev tee),
and Argyriou's explanation for
this meager Cypriot presence as
being due to general lack of
knowledge about Cypriot poetry,4

are illustrative of the situation that
has always prevailed to a certain
extent if the absence of Cyprus-
based poets from contemporary
anthologies is anything to go by. 5

Another reason for this situa-
tion may be glimpsed in Zafeiriou's
and Axelos's anthology: the the-
matic concerns of Cypriot poetry
are on the whole different from,
though related to, the concerns of
mainland Greek poetry owing to
the specific socio-historical condi-
tions prevailing in Cyprus; hence
the different experiences and as-
pirations of Cypriot poets from
those of Greek poets. Thus, even

though Zafeiriou in his introduc-
tion to the anthology considers this
generation of Cypriot poets as one
"corresponding" and "analogous"
to the Greek generation of the 70s
(pp. 12, 14), there is a basic
feature that differentiates these
poets from their Greek counter-
parts: the experience of war.
This is the generation (born dur-
ing 1945-55) that has suffered
most painfully the wounds of the
Turkish invasion of Cyprus in
1974. They were brought up dur-
ing the Cypriot struggle for inde-
pendence with aspirations for
freedom and union with Greece,
and they experienced in their youth
the first years of independence, as
full of dreams, hopes and agony
for their island. They saw these
dreams shattered in 1974. Nat-
urally, this traumatic experience has
left its mark on their poetry and
it differentiates their work from
the Greek poetry of the genera-
tion of the 70s, which is the only
one of the postwar Greek genera-
tions to have no personal memory
of war. (Both groups of poets,
however, share the experience of
the students' uprising at the Poly-
technic in Athens in November
1973 as many of the Cypriots were
in Athens at the time as students.)

The anthology consists of a
brief introduction to contemporary
Cypriot poetry and a selection of
poems, most of which deal with
problems connected with the pres-
ent political situation in Cyprus.
Noting the absence of any men-
tion of Cypriot poetry in contem-

40p. cit., p. 223.

5Demitris Potamites, born in Cyprus but living in Athens is the only Cypriot
who appears in these anthologies.
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porary Greek anthologies, Leukios
Zafeiriou explains the publication
of this volume as a contribution
to Greek bibliography. He stresses
its Greek identity and proceeds to
give a brief outline of this genera-
tion of poets and to "place" them
in terms of the Greek generation
of the 70s and of the Cypriot
poetry that preceded them. This
justification is itself evidence of
the specific, political concerns of
contemporary Cypriot poetry.
Zafeiriou considers this anthology
as attesting the Greekness of Cyp-
riots and their literary production.
That is, the anthology has a polit-
ical as well as a literary aim. The
quotations from the traditional
Cypriot epic poet Vassilis
Michaelides and Seferis, which are
used as epigraphs for the poems
of the anthology, characteristically
stress the Greekness of Cypriots
and their hard struggle to preserve
this identity against the Turks and
the English.

The brief outline of the his-
tory of Cypriot poetry that
Zafeiriou attempts is useful in
providing some essential details,
though it mostly comprises hints
that should be explored and exam-
ined further. It is also valuable
as evidence of the way Cypriot
poetry is regarded by one of its
most promising practitioners. It is
far too sketchy, however, for the
reader who has no background
knowledge of Cypriot poetry. In
many places it amounts to no more
than a list of names (pp. 15, 16,
17) devoid of any information
that would make them meaning-
ful to the non-Cypriot reader. The
characterization, for example, of
the poetry of the first period as

"epic," "lyrical" and "social" (p.
14) and the description of the sec-
ond period in terms of "lyricism,"
"fighting spirit" and "rhetoric"
(p. 15) or in terms of "tradi-
tional poetic climate," without any
further details, are too vague and
abstract to be of much use.

On the other hand, although
the description of the contem-
porary generation of Cypriot poets,
labelled from the event that has
marked them most as "Generation
of the Invasion," is richer, for it
gives a basic outline of the historical
and poetic factors which influenced
them, their interests and the
features that differentiate them
from other Cypriot poets (e.g. the
generation of independence), it is
still not sufficiently rich.

Thus, for example, whereas
Zafeiriou notes the development
in the first years after the in-
vasion of a poetic climate which
had led to "mannerism" (p. 13)
over the theme of refugees, "the
disappeared" and "Pentadactylos,"
he does not add the few but nec-
essary details that would have pro-
vided the reader with a better idea
of what this "mannerism" consists
in, as far as poetic means are
concerned.

Zafeiriou perceptively considers
their critical stance toward the
situations that led to 1974 as the
element that differentiates these
poets from those of the genera-
tion of independence. He notes
that this corresponds to an in-
troduction on the linguistic level
of a new code—a vocabulary that
belongs to the discourse of every-
day life (as opposed to traditional
poetic diction).

This "new" element in Cypriot
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poetry, together with its bitterness
and its critical attitude toward
the ideas and values that Greek-
Cypriots have been brought up
with for generations, seem to be
the factors that make Zafeiriou
consider these poets as "analo-
gous" to the Greek generation of
the 70s (p. 14). Zafeiriou's view
of the generation of the 70s pre-
supposes some knowledge of the
anthologies that have been dedi-
cated to it (e.g. Panayiotou's and
Zeras's) and possibly knowledge
of Varikas's pioneering articles on
this generation. 6 However, even
though Zafeiriou is correct in not-
ing these characteristics as factors
that differentiate the new genera-
tion of Cypriot poets from the
older generation, this does not
mean that the form this critical
stance takes in Cyprus is the same
as that in Greece. It is unfortunate
that the poetic means of the gen-
eration of the 70s have not yet
been extensively studied and the
only "descriptive" information we
have are the introductions to the
anthologies and some pertinent but
scattered articles.?

A careful, comparative look at
the poems of Cypriots and Greeks
of the 70s would show perhaps
some important differences not only
in the stance but also in the poetic'
techniques employed. It is only in
extremely general terms that one

may talk of elements that are com-
mon to both, such as challenge

ettly ta6imail ) , non-conformism,
and avoidance of rhetoric. Despite
the use of irony by both genera-
tions in their poems, the nostalgic
nature (longing for the pre-1974
Cyprus) of most of the Cypriot
poems contrasts with the cynical
attitude that characterizes many of
the poems of the generation of
the 70s in Greece. Moreover,
whereas many of the Greek poets
of the 70s seem to rely on the
ironic juxtaposition of concrete
images, use colloquial diction ex-
tensively, abstract nouns and ad-
jectives very economically, and
metaphor in a new original way in
line with modern American and
European poetrys (it has oc-
casionally been used in this man-
ner by Seferis and other poets of
earlier generations, but not as a
predominant mode; whether this
ironic and seemingly incongruous
use of metaphor owes something
and in what respect to surrealist
poetry is a matter that needs care-
ful examination), most of the
Cypriot poets seem to be still very
close to the Seferic model and
often still echo Cavafy. Their dic-
tion is also far less colloquial
(though less abstract than earlier
Cypriot poetry), despite the oc-
casional use of vulgarities (e.g.
in Zafeiriou's poem 'H Min Tog

	6T6	 29 Nosp6piou 1970. T6 littice, 16 Mato° 1971.
7Varilcas's two articles, Nora Anagnostaki's lecture, an article by G. P.

Savvides, °iv IttbSexag ZWy16, To Elva., 13 McCtou 1973. A biblio-
graphical catalogue on the generation of the '70s has been compiled by Euripides
A. Garantoudes, now a student at the University of Thessaloniki. A course on
this generation of poets is now being taught at the University of Thessaloniki
(spring semester of the academic year 1985-86), by Professor D. Maronites.

8R. Scholes, Elements of Poetry, New York, Oxford University Press, 1969,
pp. 56-57.
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p. 26, the words =cc&
IsdcToupa, in juxtaposition to 8yet-
pot; this is significant as far as the
character of Zafeiriou's own po-
etry is concerned. His references
to Poulios are also significant in
this respect).

This is not the place for an
extensive comparison of Greek and
Cypriot poetry, but it should be
noted that in many of the poems
in this collection the influence of
Seferis is manifestly present (e.g.
in the poems of Maraggou,
Zafeiris and Zafeiriou) in a way
that it no longer is in its Greek
"equivalent." Seferis's influence on
Cypriot poets is natural: his con-
cern about the fate of Cyprus, his
prophetic comments and his poems
have been a great support for
the younger generation, a source
of inspiration and an ideological,
spiritual and poetical point of
reference.

The poems that have been
selected are a vivid portrayal of
the Cypriots' concern with the
fate of Cyprus, their bitterness and
their despair, what it means to be
a Cypriot at this point in time
and simultaneously their pain and
disgust at the exploitation and even
"commercialization" of their sor-
row by journalists and tourism
(e.g. Mivtz TO limit), pp. 26-

27). They are all "engaged" in
the struggle for the survival of
their island, which in their eyes is
part of the struggle for love, jus-
tice and freedom for a better
world everywhere. They also por-
tray Cypriots' disillusion over the
non-realization of the ideals they
were brought up with and for
which a number of now ideal-
ized, heroic young Cypriots died

(e.g. Gregoris Auxentiou; see in
this respect the poems by
Orphanides, 1.c6 rpriyOn Agev-
T011 and Zafeiriou's ?moil TI)c
Iaivac TOO rpliT6971 Ai'gottou AC-
yo Tcptv TmOewat. or Tat,xci. 7c-plvdc
incapiTc•ca\eat, vric p. 30).
To the extent that these poets' bit-
ter love for Cyprus touches upon
its contradictions, criticizes and
"discusses" them, and to the ex-
tent that many young Cypriots find
this poetry representative of their
feelings, these poets have been
successful; in keeping with such
poetic examples as those of Byron,
Kalvos, Solomos, and Seferis, they
have fulfilled in their own modest
way what is regarded as the polit-
ical and social function of poetry.

Among the best poems in this
anthology are those by 7gfeiriou
Ierodiaconou, Patapiou and Pavlou.
Though all the others manage to
convey the pain and the sincerity
of feeling that gave rise to them,
only a few of them could be de-
scribed as good poetry, as far as
poetic technique is concerned.
Nevertheless most of them are
above the level of mere "cries of
pain," unlike many of the poems
that appeared immediately after
1974. However, it may be unjust
to make too many demands upon
these poets, as many of them are
still quite young and have a long
way to go and many techniques to
try before they eventually develop
their own voice. Many of the
poems show exactly this aspect of
their poetry: their experimentation

- (over and above their use of other
poets for reasons of intertextu-
ality, e.g. Zafeiriou's use of
Solomos, Poulios and Doros
Loizou) with techniques used by
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other poets in the past (Cavafy,
Seferis, Entheiricos, Baudelaire).
It is hoped that they will go
further. There is always a "first
step" to be taken.

As to the general presentation
of the poems, some questions arise
as to the criteria that were used in
their selection. The number of
poems representing each poet
varies widely; some poets have one
poem only while others have six!
The criteria do not always seem to
be based on the surpassing qual-

ity of the poems. (Zafeiriou's six
poems are indeed among the best
in the collection, but some of the
other poets' five or six poems, in
my opinion, are not.)

The use of old gravures and
motifs from Cyprus contributes to
the elegant and attractive presenta-
tion of the anthology and it is
particularly suited to its bitter-
sweet nostalgia for a Cyprus that
has gone.

—Nadia Charalambidon

*
G. THANIEL, Homage to Byzantiunz. The Life and Work of Nikos Gabriel

Pentzikis (Nostos, Minneapolis 1983).

Dr. Thaniel's homage to Pentzikis is welcome. But the Pentzikis of
his pages is perhaps a little more solemn than the real one, the one who
wrote the following passage in The Novel of Mrs. Ersi:

Once we were going out in the boat, and this time, wearing a pair
of shorts, Mrs. Ersi was sitting in the bow in such a position that,
with her slightest movement, I, opposite her, could catch a covert
glimpse of something hidden, penetrating with my glance some
way inside her blue shorts. Well, far in there I think that I could
make out a small mole [elial. When later reading the Odyssey I
came to the part wher the cave of the Neresci is described, in
the depths of the harbor of Phorcys in Ithaca where the Phaeacians
bring and set down the much-travelled hero, I identified completely
in my mind Mrs. Ersi's mole with the long-leaved olive tree
Lelia], which, it is said, stood tall in front of the cave, hiding with
the wisdom and peace of its leaves the open entrance into the
inner space deep within the earth, and which the Neoplatonist
philosopher Porphyry explains as being a religious symbol of the
world. I don't know if emotion is making me chance my arm with
baseless theories; but the fact is that what I could see was a fine
sight indeed.

It is hard to imagine any other Greek writer who would have written
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with this mixture of pedantry, eroticism, religious feeling and humor.
Like his master, Joyce, Pentzikis is (above all) funny, and this distinguishes
him even from Kontoglu, the best of consciously Orthodox writers. In the
passage cited, he leads us into a web of thought and speculation, only to
tear it at the end. But it is hard to divine that Pentzikis is a humorist from
Thaniel's book, although the volume includes a valuable interview with
the writer, in which he makes some splendidly provocative statements
(e.g., "that the best part of Homer is the catalogue of ships").

As a humorist, Pentzikis has much in common with Skarimbas of
Chalkida, who is, in fact, acknowledged in The Novel of Mrs. Ersi. Both
are chaotic and often obsessive writers, sometimes infuriatingly so. Both
are repetitious. Neither of the two is a careful stylist in a stable idiom,
after the fashion of, say, Mirivilis or Prevelakis, both continually offer us
a distinctive perspective on a familiar world transmuted into strangeness.
The narrator of Skarimbas's Mariambas says, at one point, "and I felt how
much, Greek as I was, I did not know the customs of the place."

Pentzikis's value is not as a prose stylist—the most devoted of his
admirers, the late Nikos Kachtitsis, produced a more disciplined vehicle—
but as the articulator of a historical sense, a sense that he possesses through
and in his writing the whole past and present of his native Thessaloniki
and its environs. I mean by this not just the numerous topographical and
antiquarian references, but the overall subordination of a whole past to the
narrator's present, and of the general to the particular. Pentzikis's allusions
to Western writers—Jacobsen, Rilke, Peguy—are, like his references to
an enormous range of Greek texts (ancient, Byzantine, and modern),
pulled together by the centripetal force of his native city, "Mother Thessa-
loniki," and this, if anything, is what unifies his work. In this respect, it
might have been useful if Thaniel had developed a little more fully an
account of Pentzikis's formative years in a city subject, at the time, to
strong European influences.

Thaniel's book is a useful introduction to its subject, and it is generous
with quotation. In some ways it is a pity that, since almost nothing by
Pentzikis has been translated into English, we could not have been offered
a representative whole piece of work, perhaps one of the parts of Pragma-
tognosia. (The same goes for the paintings, since discussion of them is,
otherwise, a bit abstract.) Pentzikis's most compendious book, The Novel
of Mrs. Ersi, probably deserves a more sustained analysis: in the first place,
it is the writer's most ambitious attempt at a synthesis of material familiar
from his other writings; and, secondly, it was the subject of a stimulating
essay by Seferis, whose partly skeptical remarks on Pentzikis's technique
of allusion still pose important questions about the success of Pentzikis's
project. It is possible that Thaniel's choice of title leads him to underesti-
mate the historical fact that, whatever his predilections, Pentzikis is a
modern Greek writer writing among his peers.

Clear and concise as it is, Thaniel's book cannot stand as a stylistic
model. It contains some breathtaking generalizations and infelicities of
expression, and the transliterations of Byzantine names are odd. But it will
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A. SouLicrris-NicoLAuxs, The Constantinople 0 ganization ('Opyckvcocn.c

Kcovcrro:vtivou7rOXE64), edited by Thano Veremis and Katerina
Bouras, Dodoni Publishing Co., Athens-Yan ina, 1984.

More than ten years have passed since the .ublication of Souliotis's
Letters from the Mountains and Notebook (rpo p.p.orra &NO TO BouvO,

peuoucackpio), edited by K. Dimaras. Souliotis's Poems, presented
by A. Vlachos in 1977, passed fairly unnoticed, but the name of A.
Souliotis, nom de guerre Nicolaidis, is again heard on this occasion of the
publication of The Constantinople Organization (hereafter referred to as
the "C.O. text").

The C.O. text and the Notebook can be considered to complement
each other. They both refer to the same period of time (1908-1912) and
the same place (Constantinople). The Notebook, in the form of a diary in
which the author describes his personal feelings and thoughts as well as
those shared with his intimate friend, I. Dragoumis, is an insight into
the man who founded and directed the secret Constantinople Organization
(C.O.). It also sheds light on that organization's activity and the decisions

made by Souliotis.
Souliotis's life and activities are not known to the public, unlike the

life and activities of his friend, Dragoumis, who played an active part in
Greek public life. Historians who deal exclusively with Greek-Turkish
relations during the period before the 1922 Asia Minor Disaster know
about Souliotis's deeds and ideas, but few of them have undertaken
research on him. Souliotis himself always kept a low profile, and his works
were published after his death in 1945 (mention should be made of the
Salonica Organization 1906-1908, Memoirs ('Opydcvcomc eEacrcckovt-
Kric 1906-1908, 'ATto uvri p.ovei) p.ata) (Thessaloniki: I.M.X.A., 1959)
and the Diary of the First Balkan War (`HuEpoX6rov To0 A' Bc(AKatit-
xoO FloA.41m) (Thessaloniki: I.M.X.A., 1962). The exception of a few
articles and fewer brochures published under a phoney name in various
newspapers, mainly in Constantinople and in Athens, does not change the
picture.

The Salonica Organization was the equivalent of the Constantinople
Organization, and preceded it because the struggle for Macedonia was the
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certainly bring the reader closer to an appreciatio of what it appropriately
calls Thessaloniki's genius loci; but whether Pen ikis is a genius must be
left to a more detailed study.

— David Ricks
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priority. Indeed, Souliotis, as head of that organization, managed to check
Bulgarian infiltration and propaganda in Salonica and its surroundings, and
to revive Greek nationalist feelings among the patriarchists and Greek-
speaking inhabitants. Once the organization's network was put in order
and functioned properly, Souliotis decided to move on to Constantinople,
the imperial capital of both the Byzantine and the Ottoman empires.
Souliotis was led by the cruelty and the restrictive political horizon of the
Macedonian struggle to that decision, which agreed with Dragoumis's
views. Though anti-Bulgarian work served as the pretext for winning
approval from Athens regarding Souliotis's move to Constantinople, the
real reason was his and, to some extent, Dragoumis's conviction that there
Souliotis would find "an aim that offered more scope, one that was less
miserable than that of Greece's policy and more humane than the Mace-
donian struggle."

One feels that Souliotis's tranquil words and supranational feelings
have little in common with his ardent national activity in Constantinople.
As a matter of fact, if we compare the language and the spirit of the C.O.
text, from which the above quote is taken, with those texts Souliotis cer-
tainly wrote in Constantinople, we clearly see the difference. In the latter,
relentless nationalism and militant eagerness are easily distinguishable;
whereas, in the former, Souliotis seems to have fully incorporated (though
distilled) experiences from the Balkan Wars, the national schism, Hellen-
isms's temporary glory and subsequent disaster, and the realistic but late
attempt on the part of Venizelos and Kemal for an agreement. Within this
framework we have to see the political program that Souliotis elaborated,
with Dragoumis's assistance, and which was adopted as the ultimate goal
of the Constantinople Organization: namely, the federation of the peoples
and states of "our East" (I) Ka fiaaS 'AvocroXI)), that is, the Balkans
and Asia Minor. To achieve that goal, the C.O. would propagate among
Ottoman Hellenism the view that it first had to pursue cooperation with
the Young Turkish Committee of Union and Progress (CUP). If that
proved to be unrealistic, as was likely, since narrow nationalistic over-
tones in CUP declarations did not escape Souliotis's and Dragoumis's
attention, then the C.O. would look for a rapprochement between Chris-
tians and those Muslims who opposed CUP policy.

The political atmosphere which surrounded the C.O. and often deter-
mined its activity is sufficiently explained in the introduction written by
T. Veremis and K. Bouras. However, the two editors seem to be less at
ease when dealing with the nuances and development of Souliotis's
thought, apparently because the C.O. text itself comes to an abrupt end
in 1910 (due to an illness from which Souliotis never recovered). In
order to overcome this difficulty, the editors did not restrict the publication
to the actual C.O. text, which constitutes the first part of the book, but
also added two other parts, whose contents enable the reader to compose
a clearer picture of the Constantinople Organization and the personality
of its main inspiration.

Thus, Part One contains the C.O. text and covers the years from 1908
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to 1910. Part Two revolves around the various thoughts and feelings of
Souliotis from Constantinople, depicting the affinity between Balkan peo-
ples and the Turks. What impressed Souliotis and made him believe in
the gradual creation of a new, "Oriental" race, was the resemblance be-
tween Balkan peoples and Turks, and their shared indignation and suspicion
they felt for Westerners (the "Franks"), their ethnological intermixture,
and their names (connoting origin other than that of the bearer). Also in
this part are articles by Souliotis, published in the C.O.'s mouthpiece,
which appeared under various names [Political Review ( 'ET0.-
8EOpliaic), Equality CI acynoXure(a), Rights of the Nationalities (.6. (.
Kco.oc Tc.73v 'EAvc7w), and others) after being intermittently closed down
by the censorship. Some reports and letters have been added to these
articles, which cover the years 1911 to 1912, and thus complete the picture
of the period before the Balkan Wars. Finally, Part Three contains the
list of the C.O. members and a number of circular letters and reports of
the organization, giving the reader an idea of its work. It should be noted,
however, that the greatest part of this material dates from 1908 and the
first months of 1909, when the C.O. was still heavily dependent on Athens.
But this interesting chapter of the C.O. history, i.e., its relations with
Athens, is hardly mentioned in the introduction.

As I have already said, the importance of Souliotis's work has been
long neglected. The spotlight has been on Dragoumis, in part because he
was an important intellectual and well-known to the Athenian parlors,
and in part because of his cruel assassination. But one cannot explain
Dragoumis's writings and political behavior unless one knows about his
friendship with Souliotis, and the work which Souliotis did in agreement
with Dragoumis. For these reasons, the publication in hand is a most
welcome one.

—A, J.Panayotopoulos
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